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CHAPTER 1.INTRODUCTION
1.1.Thesis Objectives
Dimensional stability is a common requirementfor
advanced materials and components used inaerospace
applications [Blair 1990; Shaffer 1984]or in precision
instruments [Haug 1989].Thermal expansion of materials
such as Zerodur, Invar, ULE glass, graphitefiber
composites, fused silica, etc.,were investigated in this
sense.Their coefficients of thermal expansion(CTE) are
usually low, thus small displacementmeasurement techniques
are required.Michelson interferometry isone of the
contactless interferometry techniques and hasbeen widely
and successfully used in measuring coefficientsof thermal
expansion.Changes of the physical quantities suchas
sample length or index of refraction "n"are normally
related to the change of interference fringes inthe
interferometry.Fringe counting and signal modulationare
common approaches to analyze the interference signals.
Digital counter circuits have been developed[Aghdaie 1988;
Wolff 1985].Complex electronic circuits were used in2
those systems.This thesis will describe anotherapproach
based on signal phase differences calculatedby software to
simplify the hardware system and increasethe resolution.
Development of the CTE measurement systemfor thin plates
and thin walled tubes will also be discussed.
Speckle interferometry is another contactless
interferometric displacement detection technique.This
does not require specular reflectingsurfaces.Problems of
low signal intensity are commonlyencountered.An
expensive speckle interferometriccamera and image
processing system in electronic specklepattern
interferometry is commonly required [Klumpp1990].Simple
speckle interferometry systems using siliconphotodetectors
as signal detectors were developed in this workfor
detecting vibration amplitudes andfrequency in both out-
of-plane and in-plane direction.Resonance frequencies of
a steel rod excited by a steel ballwere detected.
The objectives of the studyare summarized as follows.
1).To derive a method of analyzing interferometry
signals for small displacement measurements.
This method should be able to replacethe
electronic circuit and simplify theapparatus in
earlier developed system [Wolff 1985].
2).To demonstrate this method in measuring small
displacements caused by a piezoelectriccrystal.3
3).To develop an interferometric apparatus for
measuring inplane CTE of thin compositeplates
and thin walled tubes.
4).To investigate speckle interferometry forboth
out-of-plane and in-plane displacement detection.
5).To demonstrate the laser interferometry withFFT
data analysis in detection and applicationof the
resonance frequency of a steel rod.
1.2.Thesis Scope
In this work, an approach to analysis of
interferometry signals basedon the signal phase change is
derived.Computer programs were written to calculatethe
corresponding displacements.Small displacements induced
by PZT were obtained with this method.The CTE measurement
system requires both displacement andtemperature data.
Displacement data were provided by the opticalsystem and
analyzed by fringe counting methods and/orphase
calculation methods.The temperature data were obtained
from thermocouple outputs.In speckle interferometry, the
signal intensity levelwas usually lower than that in
Michelson interferometry.Factors which can increase the
signal to noise ratio were investigated.Both out-of-plane
and in-plane motion detection systemswere configured.The
applications of speckle interferometryto small vibration4
and resonance frequency detection withdiffuse surfaces
were also described.The rest of this chapter reviewsthe
previous studies on the techniquesof measuring low CTE
materials, reference materials,applications and signal
processing approaches of Michelsonand speckle
interferometry.
In chapter 2, related principlessuch as interference
and coherence of lightwaves, beamsplitters,Michelson
interferometry, speckle interferometry,composite
materials, temperature conversionof thermocouples were
reviewed as a background materialsof this thesis.In
chapter 3, the signal phase of theMichelson interferometry
output was derived.Methods of calculating the phase
change and then CTE were presented.Application of signal
phase calculation methods to PZTdisplacement calibration
and CTE measurementswere given in chapter 4.Developed
measurement systems and their experimentalprocedures were
explored in this section.Configurations of speckle
interferometry for out-of-plane and in-planedisplacements
measurement were also included in thischapter.Chapter 5
contained the results and discussions.Chapter 6 gave
conclusions and recommendationsof the present study.
The CTE measurement system and signalphase
calculation approach was presentedat the 11th
International Thermophysics Symposiumat Boulder, Colorado,
USA, in June 1991 and submitted to ThermochemicalActa to5
publish under the title"Inplane CTE Measurement of Thin
Composite Plates".Results of speckle interferometryhave
been summarized and sent toOMI who sponsored this portion
of the research.
1.3.Literature Review
1.3.1.Low CTE materials
Invar type alloys (nominally Fe-36Ni)have the lowest
CTE values of metallic systems.Invar sheet decarburized
to =0.01 wt% C, and treatedto 845°C, water quenched,
heated to 95°C, and air cooled,showed a CTE of < 0.05x
10-6/°C (5-30°C) [Marshall1977].Super Invar (nominally
Fe-30Ni-6Co) has been identified(along with Zerodur) as
the material with the besttemporal stability atroom
temperature.It exhibits both low positiveand negative
CTE values.
Zerodur (manufactured by SchottGlass Works, Mainz,
Germany) is a glass ceramic composedof vitreous and
crystalline phases of high quartzbased solid solutions
with Li2O, A1203, etc..The crystallites, -70-75% ofthe
ceramic by weight, havea negative expansion coefficient.
The vitreous phase hasa positive expansion, so that by
adjusting the relative amountsof the crystalline and
amorphous phases it is possibleto drive the expansion6
coefficient to zero.This ceramic was initiallydeveloped
as a mirror substrate material.The low CTE (±5x104/°Cor
less) near room temperatureas compared with 5x107/°C for
fused silica and its high homogeneityhas made Zerodur
become one of the most important materialsfor use when
dimensional stability is of primeimportance.ULE
(manufactured by Corning Glass Works,Corning, N.Y.) is an
isotropic single-phase titania-silicaglass.Its ultra-low
expansion coefficientnear room temperature is achieved by
precise control of constituentcomposition, e.g.,(SiO2 +
7%Ti02).
In composite materials, unidirectionalzero CTE is
achievable by varying the layupangle O.Microcracking may
start in the fiber reinforced plasticsystem due to the
large thermal stresses between the matrixand the fibers.
In metal matrix composite systems,plastic flow of matrix
may occur during temperature change.When a negative CTE
ceramic, such as 0-spodumene(Li20-A1203-4Si02) [Hawkins
1979), is embedded in a continuousmetal matrix, the
prospect for isotropic zero CTE withhigh thermal
conductivity is most promising.
1.3.2.Techniques for measuring CTE
Techniques for the measurement ofsmall displacements
were reviewed [Wolff 1977; Steel 1983; Jones1989).Table 1.Summary of Length Measurement Techniques [Wolff1977].
Technique Resolution
(m)
Range
(m) or AE%
Accuracy
m or %Range
Contacting'
A.Metrology
Air gage 104 10-3 1% SG
Micrometer 3x10-5 104 104 C
Vernier 3x10-5 1 2x10-5 C
Dial Gage 10-5 10
-2
10-5 C
Profile Projector 8x10 1 10-5 L
Telemicroscopes 10-6 1 10-6 L
Micrometer slides 10-6 104 10-6 SG
B.Electrical Transducers
Resistance Strain Gages 10-7(E) 20% 5x10-7(E) C
Semiconductor Strain Gages 10-9(E) 1% 104(0 C
Capacitance 1041 104 10-10 SG
LVDT's (dilatometers) <104 10-2 104 SG
Electronic Gages 10
-9 10
-5
10-9 C
Resistance Transducers 10-5 3 1% C
Variable Impedance 104 10-2 0.01% SG
Variable Reluctance 10-6 10-3 3% C
(continued)Table 1. (continued)Summary of Length Measurement Techniques
Technique Resolution
(m)
Range
(m) or Deb
Accuracy
m or %Range
Contacting"
C.Electro-Optical Techniques
1.Non-Interferometric
Autocollimators 3x10-6' 3° 10-5* L Optical Levers 10-6 104 0.5% L Single beam shadowing 2x10-6 104 0.1% L Fiber Optics 104 104 104 SG Scanning Beams 10-6 10
-2 5x106 L Detector arrays 10-6 >104 10-5 L
Photoelectric Microscopes10-9 104 108 SG
2.Interferometers
Michelson <10-9 10-3 104 L
Fabry-Perot <10-9 10-3 104 C Fizeau 108 10-3 108 C Holographic 104 "10% 104 L Speckle 104 "1% 104 L Moire 104 "1% 104 L
(continued)
00Table 1.(continued)Summary of Length Measurement Techniques
Technique Resolution
(m)
Range
(m) or Ac%
Accuracy
m or %Range
Contacting*
D.Miscellaneous Optical
Ellipsometry 10.10 10-5 10-1° L
Diffraction Pattern Analysis <10-6 >10-5 <10-7 L Spatial Filtering -10-7 >10-5 10-7 L
E.Subsurface Effects
X-ray Diffraction 10-14 <10-1° 10." L Electron Diffraction 1014 <10-9 10." L Neutron Diffraction 1014 <10-9 10-13 L Ultrasonics 10-5 5x10-1 104 C Acoustic Emission 10-3 >1 10-3 C Beta Radiation Backscatter 104 104 104 SG Radiance Changes 10-5 >10-3 104 SG
* C-Contacting, L-Contactless, SG-Small Gap (<101m).10
Table 1 summarizes the linear displacementmeasurement
techniques according to the principleof operation.The
accuracy of each method covers wide limits dependingon
modifications, accessories and/orthe ingenuity of the
designer of the apparatus.Among these techniques, the
Michelson interferometer (twobeams), Fabry-Perot and
Fizeau interferometers (multiplereflection) are those
mainly used for the measurementsof low thermal expansion
materials with mirror reflections.A speckle
interferometry system was designedto measure the thermal
expansion of a large class ofintermetallic compounds for
which surface optical treatmentsare difficult or even
impossible [Costa 1987].An optical heterodyne
interferometric system was used tomeasure the thermal
expansivity and thermoelasticityof high strength organic
fibers [Yamaguchi 1989].CTE of Zerodur has been measured
[Bennett 1984].Here, a computer-aided fringe analysis
system (Zygo model GH interferometer)was used to detect
the slight movement of fringes(as a change in power)
caused by sample bowing.The amount of bowing is directly
proportional to the thermal expansioncoefficient.An
automatic absolute interferometricdilatometer was
developed in the National PhysicalLaboratory in UK [Birch
1988].The sample length changeswere determined by
comparing the phase of the heterodynesignal from the
interferometer with that froma reference signal.A11
bending-beam method (one endfree and one end fixed)was
used to determine the CTE of printedwiring board
[Lamoureux 1987] to avoid the effectof edge damage on
length of the sample.CTE was calculated from the
deflection measured witha cathetometer (0.05 mm
estimable).The CTEs of thin films depositedon a
substrate were measured [Iwasaki1989].Sample warp
measured by an optical levermethod was related to the thin
film CTE.
1.3.3.Reference materials
Many dilatometers incommon use can have significant
systematic errors in determininglinear thermal expansion.
The need for reference materialsto check these
dilatometers can usually bemet by rods of OFHC Cu, semi-
conductor grade Si, W, Pt, sapphireetc. which are readily
available and for which thereare now reliable data.
Reference CTE values of Alumina(A1203), Borosilicate Glass,
Copper, vitreous Silica, Silicon,stainless steel (AISI
446) and Tungstenover wide range of temperatureswere
reviewed by White [White1991].Fused silica CTE data and
graphs were given in appendixA.12
1.3.4.Applications and signal processingof
Michelson interferometer
Michelson interferometers have beenused in many areas
since its invention in the 1880's.Optical configurations
and signal processing approaches variesin each case to
meet its own requirements.A double Michelson
interferometer dilatometer for thestudy of materials of
arbitrary size or shape withtime-dependent and nearzero
coefficients of thermal expansionover the range of 100 to
> 450°K was developed [Wolff 1985].Signal modulation and
automatic digital counter-microprocessorcombination were
employed to analyze the data.
Double Michelson interferometry isalso used to
measure electrostrictive strain [Sterkenburg1990].A
lock-in amplifier was used todetect the output signal.
Output voltage is linearly proportionalto the
electrostrictive expansion.
A thin wedge can be combined withtwo Michelson
interferometers to determine the indexof refraction "n" of
liquids [St-Arnaud 1991].The system is based on the
heterodyne principle and has theadvantages of fringe count
in both directions.
A Michelson twin interferometerwas used for the
measurements of the index of refractionn of gases in the
visible wavelengthrange at temperatures between 100 K and13
1300 K (Hohm 1990).The evacuated twin interferometer
consists of two adjacent identicalMichelson
interferometers using thesame beam splitter and mirrors.
Interference fringe counting approachis used to analyze
the photodiode signal recordedby a data acquisition
system.
Modulation of the spectrum ofwhite light in a
Michelson interferometerwas derived [Smith 1989].
Displacements were measured byobserving the frequency of
spectrum of light output froman interferometer and
performing a cross-correlationcalculation with theoretical
spectra.
Michelson interferometry isnow becoming a standard
device in an advanced undergraduatelaboratory [Aghdaie
1988] for a variety of interestingexperiments including
wavelength, index of refraction,thicknessand small
vibration measurements [Diamond1990].
1.3.5.Applications and signal processingof speckle
interferometer
The speckle interferometerused for thermal expansion
measurements [Costa 1987] is basicallya modification of a
Michelson interferometer withboth mirrors replaced by
scattering surfaces.Each speckle grain behaves likean
interferometer, its intensity variescyclically from light14
to dark every half-wavelengthdisplacement.The number of
cycles is counted overa temperature change AT to give the
displacements and then the CTE.
A speckle interferometerwas used as an optical
displacement sensor[Sarrafzadeh-Khoee 1986].This
interferometer can detect bothout-of-plane and in-plane
disturbances of the objectsurface, having twice the
sensitivity (to in-planedisturbance) of conventional
speckle interferometers basedon Leendertz's arrangement
[Leendertz 1970].Signal intensity isa function of the
optical path length differenceintroduced by the motion of
the diffusive surface.
The grating speckle methodwas used for in-plane
displacement measurement[Tu 1989].This method combines
lensless speckle photographyand a high frequency grid
applied to the specimensurface.Contact specklegramswere
made in white light beforeand after loading in thedouble
exposure mode.The subsequent specklegramreconstruction
yields the various componentsof in-plane displacement.
In computer speckle interferometry[Chen 1990], two
speckle patterns, one beforeand one after deformation,
were captured by a videocamera.A resultant "double
exposure" speckle patternwas obtained by superposing the
two digital images.Fast Fourier transformwas performed
to analyze the fringe patternin its spectral domain.15
An "Electronic Speckle PatternInterferometry" (ESPI)
system was used to investigatefracture mechanics
parameters [Maji 1991].This technique combineslaser
interferometry with image processingto create a more
versatile method of nondestructivetesting.A CCD video
camera digitizes and transfers thedata corresponding to
the speckle image toa computer.The images were acquired
and stored by an Image AnalysisSystem.More applications
of speckle interferometrytechniques were found in various
areas [Moore 1990; Ansari 1989].CHAPTER 2.REVIEW OF FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES
2.1.General Descriptions of Lightwaves
2.1.1.Wave equations
A one-dimensionalwave equation can be expressedas
a2 ter a241,
axev2 at2
whereif= wave function
16
(2.1)
v = wave velocity
A harmonic wave function suchas
*(x,t) = A cos(kx-wt) (2.2)
is one of the solutions of thisone-dimensional
differential wave equation.This progressivewave travels
at a speed v=w/k in the positivex direction.Where k=270.
is known as propagationnumber.The entire argument of
this cosine function is knownas the phase 0 of the wave,
so that
0=(kx-wt) (2.3)17
At t=x=0, 4P(0,0)=0, which iscertainly a specialcase.
More generally, we can write
iV(x,t)=A cos(kx-wt+e) (2.4)
where E is the initial phasewhich is just the constant
contribution to the phase arisingat the generator and is
independent of how far inspace, or how long in time, the
wave has traveled.The wave function for thethree-
dimensional case can simplybe extended as
*(r,t)=A cos(k.r-wt+e) (2.5)
where k is the propagationvector, r is the position
vector.Light is an electromagneticwave.Its electric
field, similar to thewave function, thus can be expressed
as
E(r,t) = E cos(kr-wt+e)
2.1.2.Polarization
(2.6)
We can choose two orthogonaloptical disturbances in
the form
Ex(z,t)=T.Emcos(kz-wt) (2.7)18
Fig. 1. Twoperpendicularwaveswithinitialphase difference eEy(z,t) = j Eoy cos (kz-cot+e)
19
(2.8)
both of which are traveling inthe z-direction (Figure 1).
The resultant optical disturbanceis the vector sum of the
two perpendicular waves
E(z,t) = Ex(z,t) + Ey(z,t) (2.9)
If c is 0 or an integral multipleof ±v.Then the
resultant E field becomes
E = (i Ea ± j E0y)cos(kz-cot) (2.10)
.~1.1. .1= It has a fixed amplitude equalto (i Ea ± j E00 and is said
to be linearly or plane polarized.When both constituent
waves have equal amplitudes and theirrelative phase
difference c = Tv/2 + 2mv,where m=0, ±1, ±2,....The
consequent wave is given by
E = E0 [i cos(kz-wt)± j sin(kz-wt)) (2.11)
Note that the scalar amplitudeof E, that is E0, isa
constant.But the direction is time-varying,and it is not
restricted to a single plane.The tail of this vector
moves along a circle.This light is called circularly20
polarized.The waves will be calledelliptically polarized
if 6 is not those values mentionedabove in this section.
2.1.3.Optical Phase Retardation
One of the two constituentsof plane polarizedwaves
may somehow be caused to lag in phasebehind the other bya
certain amount.Upon emerging from the retarder,the
relative phase of the twocomponents is different than it
was initially, and thus the polarizationstate is different
as well (e.g. polarization changed fromlinear to
elliptical).Indeed, once we have developedthe concept of
the retarder, we will be ableto convert any given
polarization state intoany other and in so doing create
circular and elliptic polarizersas well.Since the
optical path length is equalto nL, where n is the index of
refraction of the medium andL is the geometric path
length.Any change in n or L willcause a change of
optical path length difference(OPLD).When light
traveling in a direction otherthan the optical axis of
optically anisotropic materials,such as calcite, quartz,
mica, etc., the travelingspeeds of the two orthogonal
components are different becauseof the difference of index
of refractions, n, andne.The relative optical phase
difference caused by the materialis given by21
AO = ko lAn1 L= (27[L/X0 (2.12)
The state of polarization ofthe emergent light evidently
depends on the amplitudes ofthe incoming orthogonal field
components and of courseon Ack.If AO equals to 271, the
relative retardation isone wavelength.This retarder is
called a full-wave plate.A retardation plate that
introduces a relative phasedifference of g radians is
known as a half-wave plate.The quarter-wave plate isan
optical element that introducesa relative phase shift of
AO = 71/2 between theconstituent orthogonal componentsof a
wave.
2.1.4.Coherence
Suppose that we examine the lightemitted by a
monochromatic source.The electron transitions responsible
for the generation of lighthave a duration on the orderof
104s to 10-9s.Because the emitted wavetrainsare finite,
there will be a spread in thefrequencies present.
Moreover, since the atomsare in random thermal motion, the
frequency spectrum will bealtered by the Doppler effect.
In addition, the atoms suffercollisions that interruptthe
wavetrains and again tend tobroaden the frequency
distribution.The total effect of all thesemechanisms is
that each spectral line hasa bandwidth Av rather thanone22
single frequency.The time that satisfies the relationof
Ap - 1/At is referred toas the coherence time (Ate), and
the length given by Axe= cAte is the coherence length.The
coherence length is the extent inspace over which the wave
is nicely sinusoidalso that its phase can be predicted
reliably.
2.1.5.Interference
The expression describing the opticaldisturbance is a
second-order, homogeneous, linear partialdifferential
equation (equation 2.1).It therefore obeys the principle
of superposition.The resultant electric field intensity
E, at a point in space where twoor more lightwaves
overlap, is equal to the vectorsum of the individual
constituent disturbances.Briefly speaking, optical
interference may be termedan interaction of two or more
lightwaves yieldinga resultant irradiance that deviates
from the sum of the componentirradiances.Interferometric
devices are optical systemswhich produce interferenceto
be used in detecting opticalpath length difference that
relates to certain physicalphenomenon.They are divided
into two groups: wavefront splittingand amplitude
splitting.In the first instance, portionsof the primary
wavefront are used either directlyas sources to emit
secondary waves or in conjunction withoptical devices to23
produce virtual sources of secondarywaves.These
secondary waves are then broughttogether to interfere.In
the case of amplitude splitting,the primary wave itself is
divided into two segments, whichtravel different paths
before recombining and interfering.
In accordance with the principleof superposition, the
electric field intensityE, at a point in space, arising
from theseparate fields E1,E2,... of various
contributing sources is given by
E = E1 + E2 + (2.13)
Note that the optical disturbance,or light field E, varies
in time at an exceedingly rapidrate, roughly in the order
of 10mHz, making the actual fieldan impractical quantity
to detect.On the other hand, the irradianceI can be
measured directly witha wide variety of sensors.Consider
two point sources, Si and S2, emittingmonochromatic waves
of the same frequency ina homogeneous medium.
Furthermore, let their separation,a, be much greater than
X.Locate the point of observationP far enough away from
the sources so that at P thewavefronts will be planes.We
will consider, for simplicity,only linearly polarized
waves of the form
EI(r, t) = Eol cos(ki.r-cot+1) (2.14)24
and
E2(r,t) = Eo2cos(k2.r-cot+2) (2.15)
The irradiance at point P isgiven by
I = eo C <E2>
(2.16)
Inasmuch as we will be concernedonly with relative
irradiances within thesame medium.We will simply neglect
the constant and set
I = <E2>
(2.17)
What is meant by <E2> is the timeaverage of the magnitude
of electric field intensitysquared, or <EE>.Accordingly
E2 = EE
where now
E2 = (E1 i-E2)(E1 i-E2)
and thus
E2 = E12 + E22+ 2E1E2
(2.18)
(2.19)
(2.20)Taking the time average of bothsides, we find that the
irradiance becomes
I = II + 12 +In
provided that
= <E12> <E22> and I12 12 = 2 <E1 E2>
25
(2.21)
(2.22)
The latter expression is knownas the interference term.
To evaluate it, we form
Er E2 = E0I.Em cos (ki r-coti-61)cos (k2 r-wt+e2)
= Eoi E02 [cos (ki r+E i) cos (u)t) +sin (ki r4- i) sin(uyt) ] x
[cos (k2 r+2) cos (cot) +sin (k2 r+e2) sin(cot) ] (2.23)
Recall that the timeaverage of some function f(t), taken
over an interval T, is
1 f
t
t +T
T <f (t) >= f (t/) dti (2.24)
The periodTof the harmonic functions is271/6), and for
our present concern T >> r.In that case the 1/T
coefficient in front of the integralhas a dominant effect.26
After multiplying out and averagingequation (2.23) we have
<El E2> = i Eoi .E02 cos (kir+ei-k2.r-2) (2.25)
where use was made of the factthat <cos2cot>=1/2 ,<sin2wt>=1/2
,and<coswtsinwt>=0.The interference term is then
In =EocE02cos& (2.26)
and 6, equal to (k1r+e1-k2.r-c2),is the phase difference
arising from a combinedpath-length and initial phase-angle
difference.Notice that ifE01 and Em (and therefore El and
E2) are perpendicular, I12 =0 and1=11+12,no interference
occurred.The most common situation inthe work to follow
corresponds to E01 parallel toE.In that case, the
irradiance reduces to thescalar quantity.
In = Em.Em cos6
Notice that [Verdeyen 1989]
It =<E12> = E012/2 ,
(2.27)
12 = <E22> =E022/2 (2 . 2 8)
The interference term becomes27
112 =2/TO;COS8 (2.29)
whereupon the total irradiance is
I=Ii+I2+2/TIT2cos8 (2.30)
At various points inspace, the resultant irradiancecan be
greater, less than, or equal to11+12, depending on the
value of 112, that is, dependingon 6.
Fresnel and Arago made an extensivestudy of the
conditions under which the interferenceof polarized light
occurs, the so called Fresnel-Arago lawsare as follows
[Hecht 1987]:
1.Two orthogonal, coherent p-states(plane polarized
waves) cannot interfere in thesense that 112=0 and no
fringes result.
2.Two parallel, coherent p-stateswill interfere in the
same way as will nature light.
3.The two constituent orthogonalp-states of nature
light cannot interfere to forma readily observable
fringe pattern even if rotated intoalignment.This
last point is understandable, sincethese p-states are
incoherent.28
2.1.6.Lasers
"Laser" is an acronym for LightAmplification by
Stimulated Emission of Radiation.These processes involve
energy transformations between differentstates of
electrons in an atom.Each atom possessesa certain amount
of internal energy, and eachtends to maintain its lowest
energy configuration - ground state.Atoms can exist in
specific, well-defined configurationscorresponding to
higher energies than theground state.Any of these are
termed excited states.Energy is pumped into the excited
atoms.Each atom can then drop backto a lower state
either by spontaneous emissionor stimulated emission.The
latter process is a key to theoperation of the laser.In
either situation the emergingphoton will carry off the
energy difference (hp) between the initialhigher state and
the final lower state.If an incident electromagneticwave
is to triggeran excited atom into stimulated emission,it
must have the frequencyv.A remarkable feature of this
process is that the emitted photon is inphase with, has
the polarization of, propagatesin the same directionas,
and has the same frequency,as the stimulating radiation.
Thus the photon is said to be inthe same radiation modeas
the incident wave and tendsto add to it, increasing its
flux density.Energy would be pumped in to maintainthe
population inversion, anda beam of light would be29
extracted after sweepingacross the active medium.The
active medium may be solid,liquid, gas or a semiconductor.
The He-Ne laser is currentlythe most popular visible
laser, most often providinga few milliwatts of continuous
power at 632.8 nm.Its appeal arises primarilybecause it
is easy to construct,relatively inexpensive,and fairly
reliable and in mostcases can be operated bya flick of a
single switch toa high voltage power supply.The
appearance on the scientificscene of the laser in the
nineteen-sixties set offmany new lines of research inthe
field of physical optics,which it had previouslybeen felt
were unprofitable to explorefurther.Interferometry was
an obvious choice, since thegreatly enhanced brightness
and coherence of lasersources makes the experimentation
much easier than whenconventional light has tobe used.
This has enabled lengthmeasurement by fringe counting.
2.1.7.Amplitude/Polarizing beam splitters
Amplitude beam splitters(e.g. Melles Griot 03 BTF007
plate beam splitter) consistof a thin (1mm) plateof
optical crown glasson each side of which is depositeda
different type of coating.The first-surface is coated
with an all-dielectricfilm having partialreflection
properties over either thevisible or the near infrared
spectrum.The benefit of this typeof coating is that it30
has low absorption of light at632.8 nm; 0.5% for a 50/50
splitter at 45°.The second-surface hasa broad band
antireflection coating optimizedfor 45°.Polarization
states are not considered intotal transmittanceor
reflectance for these splitters.
Unlike the amplitude beamsplitters, The emerging
irradiance of a polarizingbeam splitters (e.g. Melles
Griot 03 PBS 043) is stronglydependent on the polarization
orientation of the incident beam.These splitters are made
of pairs of right angle prismscemented together witha
special multilayer dielectricfilm in between.
Monochromatic unpolarized lightwhich is internally
incident at 45° upon themultilayer film is separatedinto
two polarized beams whichemergefrom the cube through
adjacent faces.The beam which passes straightthrough the
cube is the p-polarizedcomponent which emerges linearly
polarized with the plane ofelectric field vector parallel
to the plane of incidence definedfor the multilayer film.
On the other hand, the beam whichemerges from the cube at
right angle to the incidentbeam (having been reflected by
the multilayer film) is thes-polarized component with the
electric field vector orthogonalto the plane of incidence
defined for the multilayer film.An incident beam of
linearly polarized monochromaticlight is similarly
divided, with the ratio ofthe emergent beam irradiances31
depending on the orientationof the electric fieldvector
of the incident beam.Figure 2 shows these beamsplitters.
2.1.8.Michelson interferometer
The Michelson interferometeris one of the bestknown
amplitude-division interferencedevices.Its configuration
is illustrated in figure3.A light source (dischargelamp
or laser) emits a wave, partsof which travels to theleft.
The beam splitter BS dividesthe wave into two,one segment
travels to the left mirrorM2 and one up to the reference
mirror M1.The two waves are reflectedby mirrors and
return to the beam-splitter.Interference can be expected
after the unification ofthese two waves.A compensator
plate C, an exact duplicateof the beam splitter and
parallel to it, is insertedin the arm BSM2so that both
beams pass through equalthickness of glass.Any optical
path difference will arisefrom the actual pathdifference.
Since the waves traveltwice between BS andmirrors, the
change of optical path lengthdifference (OPLD) willbe
2nAdif the movement of M2 isAd, where n is the indexof
refraction of the medium.This means that thephase change
will be
AO = kA0PLD = (27r/X)(2nAd)= 4nnAd/X (2.31)32
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Recall from section 2.1.5 thatthe intensity of a two-
beam interference, suchas the Michelson interferometer
output, is a function of 0
I=I1 +I2+2A712cos8=I1 +I2+2A72cos(4 +e) (2.32)
In vacuum (n=1), when 0 changesby 27r, the intensity will
change by one cycle and Ad will be X/2.
2.2.Speckle Interferometry
When coherent light is eitherreflected from a diffuse
surface or propagates througha medium with random
refractive index fluctuations,the optical wave atany
moderately distant point abovethe surface consists ofmany
coherent components or wavelets whichhave traveled a
different number of wavelengthsand are thus dephased.
Their mutual interference resultsin the granular pattern
called speckle.
The speckle effect wasan interference phenomenon
brought about by constructive anddestructive interference
between light waves scattered froma rough surface.
Interest in speckle patterns lies insix main areas [Dainty
1984];
1. fundamental statistical properties,2. reducing speckle
in optical and holographicsystems, 3. measurement of35
surface roughness, 4. applicationsin image processing, 5.
applications in metrology,and 6. stellar speckle
interferometry.
Our attention will be focusedon the applications in
metrology of speckle interferometryfor measuring out-of-
plane and in-plane displacements.Speckle interferometry
offers a new way of performinghigh sensitivity
measurements on objects not havinga specular reflecting
surface.In this sense it stronglyparallels hologram
interferometry, but thereare unique tasks that itcan
accomplish without the complicationof the intermediate
holographic process.The speckle effectwas initially
treated as an additional sideeffect in the field of
holography. However itwas quickly realized that light
forming each individualspeckle was fully coherent,and
could take part in opticalinterference; in addition tothe
measurable intensity ofa laser speckle, the light from it
possesses a definite phase that differsfrom, and can be
related to, the phase of neighboringspeckles.Experiments
thus can be conducted ina new form of interferometry,
where the interferenceeffects do not producea regular
pattern of dark and bright fringes,but rather a change in
distribution of brightnessamong individual speckles.36
2.2.1.Interference of laser specklefields
The speckle phenomenon isa three-dimensional
interference effect, fillingthe whole of space where
scattered ray pathscross; for most purposes,we are
concerned only with the sizeand brightness distributionof
the pattern over a plane,usually that which is normalto
the axis of the opticalsystem generating thespeckle.
Ennos stated that [Ennos1984], for a single speckle
field, the size of theobjective speckles (figure4a)
formed on a screen AB ata distance L by scattering of
coherent light froma circular region of diameterD is
given approximately by
a fz 1.22XL/D
(2.33)
If the speckle field isformed by collecting thescattered
radiation field witha lens and focusing iton to a screen,
a subjective speckle pattern (figure4b) is formed.The
size of the individualspeckles is then related tothe
effective numerical apertureN.A. of the lens by
a = 0.6X/N.A.
(2.34)
If F is the aperture ratioof the lens and M is the
magnification at which thelens is operating inan imaging- -----
------------ ----------- ---------- ------ --- ^ ----------
D
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Fig. 4. Formation of a) objective speckle,b) subjective
speckle38
system, the speckle size isthen;
a1.2(1+M)XF
(2.35)
The distribution of brightnessamong the speckles of a
fully developed pattern isgoverned by the negative
exponential relationship
p(I)=(1/Idexp(-I/I0) (2.36)
where p(I) is the probabilitythat a speckle has brightness
between the values I and(I+dI), and I0 is theaverage
brightness.
2.2.2.Interferometers combining twospeckle fields
If both mirrors in theMichelson interferometerare
replaced by scatters, thecoherent addition of thetwo
speckle fields F1(x,y) andF2(x,y) derived from thetwo
scatters will result ina third field F3(x,y), similarin
brightness distributionstatistics, but differing in
detail.The mean intensity ofF3(x,y) will be thesum of
the mean intensities ofFI(x,y) and F2(x,y).If surface 1
is moved in the directionof its normal such thatthe phase
of the light scatteredfrom it everywhere changesby an
amount 8, then in generalthe resulting field F3(6)will39
differ from F3(0) ina random fashion.This means that
there will be reduced correlationbetween the two speckle
patterns, before and after themovement has taken place.
When 6=-(2n+l)r, the correlationbetween them will bezero,
but when 6 takes the values of2n7r, n is an integer, the
patterns will once again correlate,that is F(0)=F(2nr).
Conceptually, we can think ofevery individual speckle as
having gone through a completenumber of bright/dark cycles
to end up with the same valueas it started with.If it is
possible to detect these positionsof correlation, the
interferometer can be used formeasuring the change in
phase, or the out-of-planesurface movement in this optical
arrangement.
To measure the surface strain,a double illumination
speckle interferometerwas depicted as figure 5.Each
illuminating beam generates itsown speckle pattern which
combines coherently with thespeckle pattern generated by
the complementary scatteredbeam.If the surface moves in
the z-direction (normal tothe plane), the two interfering
beams will suffer equal pathlength changes, and the
combined speckle pattern willremain unchanged.Similarly,
there will be no effect due toa y motion in the plane of
the surface.However, if an elementary partof the surface
becomes displaced by a small distanced, in the x-direction
(defined by the intersectionof the surface and the
illumination beams),one path length will be increased by40
Fig. 5.Double illumination speckleinterferometer for
measuring in-plane displacement(after Leendertz)41
dxsinO, while the other willbe decreased by thesame
amount.Correlation of the combinedspeckle pattern with
the original pattern beforesurface displacement willtake
place when
2 dxsin0 = m X (2.34)
2.2.3.Methods of CorrelatingTwo Speckle Fields
Since laser speckleinterferometry is essentially
concerned with differentiatingbetween areas where speckles
are correlated and where theyare not correlated, it is
important to devisemeans to do this as efficientlyas
possible.Photographic subtraction isa conventional
approach of carrying outa speckle correlation.To do this
the two patternsare recorded on separate plates(A and B)
and a positive contact printof B is made on a thirdplate
C.Plates A and C are then puttogether in register, and
the fringe pattern is viewedby transmission throughthe
pair.This technique is obviouslybest suited to cases
where the specklesare large, since their registrationis
then much easier tocarry out, and effects due to thenon-
flatness of the platesare minimized.However, this means
using a low-aperture imagingsystem, which will be
inefficient in light utilization.42
Double exposure methodscan be used to generate
speckle correlation fringe patterns ifdeliberate use if
made of the nonlinearity of the photographicprocesses.
Consider an elementaryarea of the output image of the
speckle interferometer corresponding insize to one
speckle.The intensity variation is similarto that of the
two-beam interference.If the amplitude moduli of the
light waves reaching it from thetwo arms of the
interferometer are II and 12 then theresultant intensity
will be the same as equation(2.32).If we record a double
exposure in which the phase difference remainsthe same, or
changes by 2nrr, the resultant total intensityrecorded will
be doubled.that is
I' =2 (114-12+2Xf;coss5) (2.35)
On the other hand, if the phase changesby (2n+1)7r between
exposures, the resultant total intensity recorded willbe
I"=I1-FI2+2XT2cosee+I1+I2+2/cos [ (2n+1)7E+8]
=2(I1+12) (2.36)
In this case the effect is thesame as if the light
amplitude had been added incoherently.Consider the
speckle pattern output from the interferometeras a whole,
a double exposure will generate some regions wherethe43
blackening of the plate iscaused by two coherently added
speckle patterns, and other regionswhere the patterns have
been added incoherently.Speckle correlation fringe
patterns are then formed.
Intensity distribution ofthe speckle patternscan
also be recorded by theprocesses of electro-photography.
The so-called ElectronicsSpeckle Pattern Interferometry
(ESPI) has an obvious advantagethat it converts the visual
information into electricalsignals which can be
manipulated by computers.Displacement, strain, etc.,are
measured instantaneously.
The intensity of a single grainin the speckle
interferometry varies sinusoidallywith the surface
movement.The relative phase changesof the two
constituent components fromeach arm of the interferometer
contain the displacementinformation similar to that in
Michelson interferometer.Such signals can be relatedto
displacements if phase changeswere recorded continuously
through the entire movement.Multiple speckle grainscan
be added together of each singlegrain to increase the
total signal intensity;
I=EI, cos(4+8!) =10cos (4)+8) (2.37)44
The resultant intensity stillretains its sinusoidalform
with respect to its phasebut with a different intensity
level.
2.3.Composite Materials
A material is calleda composite material if it
composed of two ormore materials, whose propertiesare
superior to either materialacting alone.Although man-
made composites have existedfor thousand ofyears, the
high technology of compositeshas evolved in theaerospace
industry only in the lastthirty years.Stephen Tsai
summarized the developmenthistory of composites inhis
"Composites Design" [Tsai1988].Filament-wound pressure
vessels using glass fiberswere the first strength critical
application for modern composites.Boron filaments came in
the 1960's.Graphite and aramid fibersbecame commercially
available in the early1970's.Soft metals suchas
aluminum or copper havebeen used as the matrix.Epoxies
are available for varioususe conditions.Higher
temperature matrix materials andthermoplastics have
emerged for more demandingapplications of the future.The
applications of compositeshave turned to sportinggoods,
bicycles, and any equipmentwhere weight, stiffness, and
strength are important.Nowadays, automotive and
electronics industriesare all see the impact of composite45
materials by not only in theirhigh strength/weight ratio
but also in other propertiessuch as low thermal expansion,
high thermal conductivity,..etc.
Composites may be classified[Jones 1975] as 1).
Fibrous composite, long fibersof stiff and strong material
embedded in a matrix ofa flexible, weaker materials. 2).
Laminated composites consistingof layers of materials with
various properties. 3). Particulatecomposite, relatively
short particles embedded ina matrix.Fibers are normally
long and slender with higher stiffnessand strength than
the matrix which protects thesurface of individual fibers,
separates the fibers and providesa means by which load is
distributed among the fibers.Analysis of shear and normal
stress distributions of the fiberconclude that the matrix
and the fiber experience thesame strain in the (uni-
directional) fiber directionof continuous fibrous
composites.
2.3.1.Mechanical/Thermal properties ofa lamina
Some common in-plane propertiesof composites are
summarized as follows;
Modulus of elasticity:
Longitudinal E1 = EfVf + EmVm
Transverse E2 =EfEm EfVm EmVf)
(2.38)
(2.39)Shear
Poisson's Ratio:
Longitudinal
Transverse
G12Gt"m /( GfVm GmVf )
V12 P fVf PmVm
V21 =vf vm/( vfVm + vyf)
Coefficient of thermal expansion:
Longitudinal a1= (afEfVf+amEmVm) /(EfVf+Enym)
(Turner equation)
Transverse vtair±vma:_,
-12vf-f
f
P12mVm( a
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(2.40)
(2.41)
(2.42)
(2.43)
(2.44)
where 1,2 represent longitudinaland transverse
directions; f,m represent fiberand matrix; Vf and Vmare
volume fractions of fiberand matrix of the composites
respectively.
2.3.2.Stress-strain relationsof a lamina
The stress-strain relationsfor an orthotropic
material with the coordinatealigned along the principle
material directionsare
al C11C12C130 0 0 el
a2 C12qnqn0 0 02
a3 C13C23C330 0 03
(2.45) T23 0 0 0C440 0 Y23
t13 0 0 0 0gs0y13
0 0 0 0 0C66Y12_47
where the stiffness coefficients may be expressed
in terms of the engineeringconstant as
Cu= )E2E30
C12 =( v20-vm)/ P23.E2E3LI
Ci3= (V31+1/ 21 V32) / E2E3LI
C22 = V13 V31) /ElE311
C23 EiE2A = (v32-1-vi2P30/
C33
=
( 1- vv21)1E1E2A
Cu =G23
C55 = Gm
Cm = Gn
and A= (iv( ---12y vv2vvv 21- 23 32-3113- 213213) /EiE2E3)
For a composite lamina (which isa thin plate), we
ignore stresses associated withthe axis perpendicular to
plane of the plate.If we assume that x1,x2,x3 axes are
aligned with the principle materialdirections, the stress-
strain relations are
al
a2
T12
011
022
011 012
0 0
0
0
Q66
2
Y12
where
Q11 = E1/ (1- v v1221)
Q12 = V12E2/( 1-V12 V21)
(2.46)48
Qn= E2/ ( 1-p12- 21v1)
Q66= Gu
Suppose we want the stress-strainrelations for anx-y
system at an angle 0 relativeto the material principle
direction.Equation (2.46) becomes
ax
ay
Tx,_
011 Q12 016
Q12 022 026
016 026 066
ex
e
3,
Yxy
where
On = Q11cos40+2 (Q12+2Q66) sin2Ocos2O+O22sin40
On = (Q11 +Q22-4Q66) sin2Ocos20+Q12(sin40+cos40)
022 =Qnsin40+2(Q12+2Q66)sin20cos20 +Q22C0 S4 0
Om = (Q11-Q12-2Q66) sinOcos30+ m...12-Qn+2Qm) sin3Ocos 0
OM = (O11-012- 2Q66) sin3Ocos0+(0.-12-Q22+2Q66)sinOcos30
OM = (011+O22-2O12-2Q66) sin2Ocos2O+Q66 (sin'O+cos40 )
2.3.3.Stress-strain relations ofa laminate
(2.47)
For a laminate (several laminasbonded together
forming a plate), the relationsbetween stress resultants
N, moments M, strainsE and curvatures k areNx
NY
Nx
and
Mx
My
Mxyl
=
=
An An A16
An An Au
A16 A26 A66
Bn B12 B16
B12 B22 B26
B16 B26266_
Ex
eYo
Ylcyc,
ex
e
yo
YxYa
1-
+
Bn Bn B16
Bn Bn B26
B" B26 13"
D11 D12D16
D12 Dn D26
Di. 6 D26 D66
where
N ....
Ai' = E (2.0)k tk
k=1
N
Bid= E (Q.0)k
k=1 tk Zk
N _...
D 2 - = E(Q.7.3-) (t 23 kkZk+
k=1
tk3
)
12
kx
kj,
k
ICY
kx
k
k,3,
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(2.48)
(2.49)
tk =thickness of layer k= Zk-Z"
Z1, =Z-coordinate of thecentroid of layer k
=(Zk+Zk_i) /2
Solve the above two equationsfor {co} in terms of Nand M
{c0} = (EA*1-[B8] [D.] -1[c.]){N}+ [B.)1D*Y1{M}
where
[A*]=[A]-1 (13*)=-[A]-1[B]
[C*]=-[13.]-1 , [13.]=[D]-[B) [A]-1[13]
(2.50)
2.3.4.Thermal expansion of compositematerials
The coefficient of thermalexpansion of a composite
lamina in the x ory direction can be transformedfrom that
in the principle directions,50
{ax,y} = HRWTHRJ-1)-1{1212}
where
cos20 sin20 2sinecose
(2.51)
[2] = sin26 cos213-2sinecose
-sinOcose sinecos0 cos26-sin20
1 0 0 1 00
[R]=0 1 0 , [R] -1 =0 10
0 0 2 0 0 1/2
If strain is caused bya temperature change AT, the
laminate thermal straincan be expressed as
{e0T} = ([A*)--[BsilD11-1 [Cs] ) {NT}+[Ba] [13*]-1{MT} (2.52)
where
N
(NT] =AT E[Qij]k {0:}k(4-Zk_1)
k=1
A ,11A
LI
til
Cr2Tj T2, [Qii] k{a}k(z.,--zi,_1) 2 k=1
Coefficient of thermal expansionof composite laminate will
be
{etc}= (1/AT){q} (2.53)
Software such as GENLAM,SQ5 are available for ply
stresses, ply strains, stiffnessmatrices, coefficient of
thermal expansion and otherproperties calculations.51
2.4.Fast Fourier Transform
A physical processcan be described eitheras a
function of time h(t), intime domain,or as a function of
frequency H(f), in frequencydomain.It is useful to think
of h(t) and H(f)as being two differentrepresentations of
the same function. Onegoes back and forth betweenthese
two representations byway of the Fourier transform
equations,
H (f) =E h (t) e2niftdt
h H (f) e-211iftdf
(2.54)
The total power ina signal is the same whetherwe compute
it in the time domainor in the frequency domain.This is
known as Parseval's theorem
Total Powerall 111(t)12dt=1"IH(f)12df (2.55)
One may just wants toknow "how much power" iscontained in
the frequency intervalbetween f and f+df.In such
circumstances, one does notdistinguish between positive
and negative f, butrather regard fas varying from 0 to cc.
The one-sidedpower spectral density (PSD)of the function
h is defined asPh(f)mIH(f)12 + IH(-f) 12
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0 < f < ao (2.56)
The total power is then justthe integral of Ph(f) fromf=0
to f=00.In most experimental work,we are almost never
given a continuous functionh(t) to work with, butare
given a list of measurementsof h(t) for a discrete setof
ti's.In the most common situations, functionh(t) is
sampled at evenly spaced intervalsin time (A).The term
1/0 is called the samplingrate.There is a special
frequency f called the Nyquist criticalfrequency defined
by
f, m 1/(2A) (2.57)
If a continuous function h(t)happens to be band-width
limited to frequencies smallerin magnitude than fe, then
the function h(t) is completelydetermined by its samples
hk=h(th), th=kA, k=0,1,2,... N-1. (2.58)
With N numbers of input,we will only be able to
produce no more than N independentnumbers of output.
Fourier transform H(f) at thediscrete frequency values
fn=n/(NA), n=-N/2,....N/2,can thus be approximated by the
discrete sum [Press 1989]:53
p N-1 N-1
H(fn)=J
ea
h (t) e2niEntdtzE hk e21dfntkA=A E hk e2-ikniN (2.59)
k=0 k=0
This equation is calledthe "Discrete FourierTransform".
If we define;
N-1
HnSE hk e216-kniN
k=0
Equation (2.59) can be rewrittenas
(2.60)
H(fn) z An (2.61)
To save the computationtime, an algorithmcalled
"Fast Fourier Transform(FFT)" was introduced inthe mid-
1960s.It reduced the number ofoperations from the order
of N2 to the order of Nlogyand now is widely used inthe
area of frequency analysis.Algorithm and computerprogram
are available from the "NumericalRecipes" [Press 1989].
2.5.Temperature Conversion fromThermocouples
A continuous currentwas discovered by Thomas Seebeck
in 1821 in the thermoelectriccircuit which was madeby
joining two dissimilarmetal wires at both endsand one of
the ends is heated.If the circuit is brokenat the
center, the net open circuitvoltage (the Seebeck voltage)54
is a function of the junctiontemperature and the
composition of the two metals.All dissimilar metals
exhibit this effect.Thus, when using a voltmeterto
measure this voltage, one introducesa new thermoelectric
circuit between the lead wiresof a voltmeter and the
thermocouples. Figure 6(a) shows an exampleof Seebeck
voltages generated ina type J (iron-constantan)
thermocouple circuit.
The voltages generated at junction3 and 4 are the
same but in opposition to each otherif they were kept in
an isothermal block and will not affectthe result no
matter what the absolutetemperature it is.Furthermore,
if we combine the twoisothermal blocks at thesame
reference temperature,we recall the law of intermediate
metals to eliminate the extrajunction.This empirical law
states that a third metal (in thiscase, iron) inserted
between the two dissimilar metalsof a thermocouple
junction will haveno effect upon the output voltageas
long as the two junctionsformed by the additionalmetal
are at the same temperature.Figure 6(b) is used in
practice to simplify theconnections.When using type T
thermocouples, both sides of junction33 are copper and has
no Seebeck effect to the circuitas shown in figure 6(c).
The resultant voltmeter readingV will be proportional to
the temperature differencebetween J1 and J.(a)
Isothermal block TREFisothermal block
Cu Fe Cu + 0
v
(b) (c)
Fig. 6. Thermocouple junctions a),b)Jtype, c) Ttype
Cu
C
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V = (V1 - VREF )= a ( tn - tjREF) (2.62)
This means that we shouldknow the temperature at Jam,
before we try to measure thetemperature at J1.To
determine the temperature ofjunction Jam, called reference
junction, we can physicallyput the junction intoan ice
bath and force its temperatureto be 0°C.By adding the
ice point reference junctionvoltage we have referenced the
reading to 0°C.Since the ice point temperaturecan be
controlled precisely, it is usedby the National Bureau of
Standards (NBS, now National Instituteof Standards and
Technology or NIST) asa fundamental reference point for
their thermocouple tables,so we can look at the NBS tables
and directly convert from voltageV to temperature tn.
Unfortunately, the voltageversus temperature
relationship of a thermocouple isnot linear.Figure 7
shows this non-linearity oftype T thermocouple asan
example.Polynomial curve fitting iscommonly used for
voltage to temperature conversion.As the order n of the
polynomial increases, theaccuracy improves.A
representative number is n=9 for± 1°C as stated in OMEGA
Temperature Handbook.Better conversionaccuracy can be
obtained by reading the voltageand consulting the NBS
Thermocouple Tables.A data base of T-type thermocouple
for every 10°C were extractedfrom OMEGA Handbook.
Piecewise linear interpolationwas made to convert voltages57
to temperatures at an arbitrary givenreference
temperature.One finds the reference voltageand adds to
the voltage readings.Linear interpolation corresponding
to the temperature interval ofthat voltage readingwas
made to accomplish the conversion.Maximum midpoint
deviation of each temperature intervalis 0.1°C from -200°C
to 200°C.In most intervals the deviationsare less than
0.05°C.High order polynomialcurve fitting was
eliminated.For other thermocouple conversions,we simply
change the database.Appendix B gives a PROLOGprogram for
doing this conversion.=0>
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Fig. 7. T type thermocouple referencecurve (0°C)
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CHAPTER 3.DERIVATIONS OF SIGNAL PHASECALCULATION
"Signal Phase Calculation" isa new approach to the
analysis of the Michelsoninterferometry signals.This
method is similar to the fringecounting method [Aghdaie
1988; Wolff 1985] but calculatethe phase changes ofevery
signal points by softwareinstead of counting thenumber of
fringe cycles by electroniccircuits.The improvement in
displacement-signal linearityand elimination of electronic
fringe counting circuitsare expected.This method uses
the fact that the interferedlightwaves after the beam
splitter in the Michelsoninterferometer (figure 3) is
elliptically polarized.One can view the signalmoves
along an ellipse if we feedthe two orthogonal components
of the signal intoan oscilloscope set in the X-Y mode.
Signal phase changecan be calculated from two consecutive
data points along the ellipse.This chapter describes the
optical system, derivationof signal phase angle and
computer programs for "SignalPhase Calculation".
3.1.Interference of Decomposed E Fieldsin Michelson
Interferometry
The basic relationship betweenintensity variation and
its corresponding displacementin Michelson interferometry
has been described in section2.1.8."Signal Phase60
Calculation" requires twoorthogonal electrical field
components to interpret thesignal.Figure 8 shows the
decomposition of the interferedE field of an elliptical
polarized light in theMichelson interferometer.
A linearly polarized lightfrom a He-Ne laser is split
into two beams by theamplitude beam splitter,BS.The
reflected beams from theinterferometer interfereupon
return to this BS.The electrical field ofthe interfered
beam combined from E1 andE2 is separated into two
orthogonal components, Eh,Elp and EN ,E2p ,by a polarizing
beam splitter (SPBS).Because of the anisotropyof these
optical components,some phase shift between paralleland
perpendicular componentswas introduced.An optical
retarder may be inserted intothe optical path to adjust
the phase difference.The polarization state ofthe
resultant electric field isno longer linear but elliptical
in general.The two orthogonal componentsof the
recombined elliptical polarizedlight after the polarizing
beam splitter are
E, =(E13 E28) (3.1a)
Ep =(Eip + E2p) (3.1b)
Both E8 and Ep are the resultantelectrical fields of
two beam interference.The corresponding irradiancesof
these two componentsare61
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Fig. 8. Decomposition of interference E field62
18=118+12Si-2( iisi2s) MODS(0+50 (3.2a)
Ip=14+14+2( iipi2p)112COS(0+8p)
where
(3.2b)
cp = phase difference arisingfrom OPLD
= (47r/X)nL,
(n, index of refraction;
L, length difference betweenarms or sample length)
6, = initial phase differencebetween E,, and E2,
dp = initial phase differencebetween Eip and E2p
The first two terms of theirradiance represent theDC
component while the third termis the AC partor
interference term.
3.2.Signal Phase Angles
Since we are consideringthe change of intensity
caused by the change of opticalpath length difference
(OPLD),6, can be arbitrarilychosen, say 0, and8=68-(5p.
Irradiance is detected bysilicon photodetectors which
convert the totalpower to a current and hence voltage.
The above equationscan then be written as
V, = (Vx)Dc + (V,)Ac = h + a*cos(cp) (3.3a)
Ily = (Vy)pc + (Vy) Ac = k + b*cos(0-6) (3.3b)63
Rewrite as
cos(4) = (Vx-h)/a (3.4a)
sin(0) =( (Vy-k) /b-cos6 (V,--h) /a) isind (3.4b)
Where the triangular equalitycos(0-6)=cosOcos8+sinOsin8
was used.The phase angle 0 of a given data point(V,\/y)
can be calculated by
1 a
sirbt_ sins
[
b
(V
Y
-k)-(Vx-h)cos8]
tanc0-
cos4 (v. -II)
(3.5)
The angle 0 in this equation is definedas the signal
phase angle.The displacement AL corresponding totwo
consecutive signal pointscan be related to the phase angle
change A0 as
A4)
=AL A4) 2kn47tn
3.3.Signal Trajectory
(3.6)
To find the parameters a, b, h, k, and$5 in equation
(3.5) for any given data point letus take the square of
equations (3.3a) and (3.3b) andsum them up;(
V
s-h)2
+
(V
Y
b
-k)2
-cos4)+[co4cosb+sinctssino] 2
2 a2
=cos20+cos2cpcos26 +s in20s in26 +2cos0cos 6 s in0s in6
=cos20 (l+cos26) +sin20sin26+2cos0cos6sinOsin6
=cos240 (sin26+2cos26 ) +sin20sin26-1-2coscpcos6s incps in6
=sin26 (cos20-1-sin20) +2cos0cos 6 ( cos0cos 6+s incbsin6 )
=sin26+2coscpcos6cos (0-6)
=sin28+2cos8
(V
'
-h)(Vy-k)
a
We obtain the elliptical equation whichrepresents the
trajectory of the data points.
(Vs -h) 2(Vy-k) 22(V.-h)(Vy-k)coso_sin28
a2 b2 ab
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(3.7)
(3.8)
In this equation, (h,k) is the ellipsecenter.V, ranges
from h-a to h+a and Vyranges from k-b to k+b.The initial
phase difference 6 between V, andVy determines the opening
of the ellipse.Figure 9 shows an example of thetwo
constituent irradiances with V, leadingVy by 6=45°.Figure
10 shows the elliptical trajectory ofthese signals.180 360 540 720
phase angle (Deg.)
Fig. 9. Simulation signal, voltagevs. phase angle 0
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W
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Fig. 10.Signal trajectory with h=0,k=0, a/b=1, 6=45°
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3.4.Signal Phase Calculations
3.4.1.Matrix operation approach
Software based approaches tocalculate the signal
phase 0 in equation (3.5) andthe displacement AL in
equation (3.6) is desired.Since the signalmoves along
the ellipse defined by equation(3.8), it is necessary to
know the ellipse parametersbefore we can calculate 0 and
AL.To find the parameters in equation(3.8), let us
rearrange it as
(Vx-h)2+ (a2/b2) (Vy-k)2-2( a/ b) (Vx-h) (Vy-k) cos8=a2sin28 (3.9)
let c=a2/b2 ,d=2(a/b)cos6 ,e=a2sin26, X=V Y=Vy
Alternatively
XZ 1-Y2Z2+YZ3+XYZ4+Z5=X2
where Z1=2h-dk ,
Z2=c,
Z3=2ck-dh ,
Z4=d ,
Z5=dhk-ck2+e
(3.10)
(3.11)
Five data points (Vxi,Vy)are read and inserted to form the
equation set;XiZ1-Y12Z2+YiZ3+XiYiZ4+Z5=Xi2 ,i =1, 5
68
(3.12)
To eliminate the constant termZ5, we substitute the first
equation of i=1 byevery other i's equation and rewrite it
in the matrix form
[A][Z]=[B]
where [A] and [B] are
A(i,1)=x(1)-x(l+i)
A(i,2)=-(y2(1)-y2(1+i))
A(i,3)=y(1)-y(l+i)
A(i,4)=x(1)y(1)-x(l+i)y(1+i)
and
B(i)=x2(1)-x2(1+i)
(3.13)
Once Zi has been solved, theparameters h,k,a/b,6 can
also be found through the Z matrix(equation 3.11) as
h= (2 Zi Z2+Z3Z4) / (4Z2-Z42)
k= (2 Z3+ZIZ4) / (4Z2 -Z42)
a/b= (Z2) 1/2
cos6=Z4/(2(Z2)1/2) ,0 °< 5 .180°
(3.14)
(3.15)
(3.16)
(3.17)
MATLAB system was used to take theadvantages of having
build-in matrix operationcommands in it.Figure 11 shows
the flow chart of the MATLABprogram for the matrix69
operation approach.It finds h, k, a/b and 6 aftereach
reading.These values are used in equation(3.5) and then
(3.6) to give one value of AL.Procedures continue until
the end of the data.In this method, the ellipse
parameters are calculated from theacquired data (7,0 Vy).
No pre-treatment to the data fileis required.Figure 12
shows that a linear displacementof 0.6328 Am (24.91 Ain.)
was expected for the simulation signal givenin figure 9.
This method works well exceptfor situations where there is
a long period of zero strainor when the signal intensity
is not stable.Correct ellipse parameterscan not be
obtained through the matrixoperations in thosecases.
The computer program written inMATLAB for the matrix
operations is given in appendixC.
3.4.2.Fixed parameters approach
In most cases, signals usuallydeviate from the
ellipse such that thecalculated parameters h, k, a/b,and
6 through the matrix operationsdo not represent the actual
data trajectory.Signal phases are hardly tobe found
correctly.However, in many cases, the signalintensities
on both V, and Vy components vary with thesame percentage.
This implies that although theellipse size changed but the
ratio of a/b remain unchanged.The other parameters h, k,
and 6 can also be thoughtas constants over certain data70
Start
C(MATLAB system))
J./
mpTe
data vectors
,, Vx, , Vy,
Load
NI/
Enter
expansion dir./
(cw or ccw)
matrix operations on
every 5 data to find :
hi ,ki .alb, .15i
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Fig. 11.Flow chart of matrix operation approach71
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Fig. 12.Displacements of simulation signal72
points.New ellipse parameters can be inserted ifin the
event of signal lost and regain.Updated parameters can be
used for the next data group.The procedures of finding
these fixed parameters can be listedas follows;
1.Retrieve (V VO data into spreadsheet(e.g. Quattro)
and plot the data trajectoryon screen.
2.Find the maximums and minimums ofV, and Vy.
3.Calculate:
h=1/2 (v,,,,nax+v,min)
k= k(Vy,+Vy,.)
a= x.,-(Vxmax-vx,min)
b= k(Vy,Vymin)
6= an initial guess value
4.Plot a reference ellipse with theseparameters
together with data points;
that is :
h+acos(0)
Vmd= k+bcos(0-6)
where 0 can be selected as 0°, 10°,20°, ---360°
5.Repeat steps 3 and 4 until the shapeof the reference
ellipse looks on the screen mostlyrepresent the data
trajectory.
6.Save h, k, a/b, 6 to data file for theuse of fixed
parameters approach.
Macro commands were written in Quattro toease these
processes.73
Figure 13 shows the flow chart ofthe so-called fixed
parameters approach.It reads one line from the data file
and update the new parameters if it is recognized.These
parameters are used in equation (3.5) to findthe signal
phases and then the displacements from equation(3.6).
Phase change between every two data pointsshould be
smaller than 180° to assure the signal movingdirection is
interpreted correctly.Appendix D list the PROLOGprogram
for this method.
One may concern what will be theerror if the
parameters are not correctly selected.The analytical
error analysis may be done by taking the Taylor seriesof
0=tan4(x) from equation (3.5).However, for simplicity, we
will demonstrate the errors numerically.Table 2
summarizes the errors caused by theeffect of A6=±5°.The
errors become smaller at higher 8 values.This means that
we want the signal trajectory close toa circle at which
6=90°.Errors may also be caused by not havinga correct
ellipse center.Table 3 shows the combined effect of±5%
mismatch of the ellipse center and 6 inthe range of 45°±5°
for the simulation signal.The maximum error is found to
be 0.01717 Am.However, this is only a localerror within
one signal cycle and does not accumulateover the entire
test as can be seen from figure 14.74
Table 2. Max. error caused by A8=±5°
exact 6 max. error (gm) if 6' =8±5°
15° 0.01341
25° 0.00839
35° 0.00660
45° 0.00562
55° 0.00511
65° 0.00474
75° 0.00455
85° 0.00441
Table 3. Max. error caused by combinedeffect
Ah/a Ak/b range of 6 max. error (gm)
+5% +5% 40°-50° 0.00885
+5% -5% 40°-50° 0.01601
-5% +5% 40°-50° 0.01718
-5% -5% 40°-50° 0.0080275
get data
Temp, Vxi ,
calculate (1),,Acbi
0°5 +I s 360°
0°5 A., 5 180°
store data
Temp i, AL,
Fig. 13.Flow chart of fixed parametersapproach0.7
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Fig. 14.Local error withinone signal cycle, line 1 with
exact parameters :h=0, k=0, a=b=1, 6=45°;curve 2 withperturbedparameters :h=-0.05,k=0.05,
a=b=1, 6=40°77
CHAPTER 4.APPARATUS AND EXPERIMENTALPROCEDURES
Applications of the "SignalPhase Calculation" method
were made in the measurementsystems based on Michelson
type interferometry.Apparatus and operationprocedures
for the measurement ofsmall displacements inducedby a
piezoelectric crystal (PZT)or thermal expansion of
materials will be describedin this chapter.Speckle
interferometry for detectingsmall displacementswere also
investigated.The calibrated PZT displacementswere used
to verify the systemperformance of speckle interferometry
configurations.The frequency contentsof the material
vibration signals has thepotential application tothe non-
destructive testing (NDT)techniques, thus the FFTanalysis
to the speckle signals isof prime interest in those
systems.
4.1.PZT Calibration Setup
PZT is a common device ofproviding small
displacements.Its characteristic displacement(i.e.
Am/volt) describes the mainfeature of the device.The PZT
(Burleigh Model: PZL-15)calibrated here willserve as a
known displacement generatorand be used in speckle
interferometry investigations.Reference
Mirror
Function
Generator
PZT 1
PD1
PD2
\\BS
SPBS
AMP.
Storage
Scope
IBM PCr,
Fig. 15.PZT calibration setup
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A Michelson interferometerwas set up as in figure 15
to measure the displacements.A 1 mW linearly polarized
He-Ne laser (Uniphase Model: 1301P)was used as the light
source.Thirty volts peak-peakgenerated from a function
generator was applied to the PZTto introduce displacements
in one arm of the interferometer.Total intensities of the
interference beams were detectedby PIN photodetectors
(Model: UDT-555D-177-1).Signals moved alongan ellipse in
the direction of clockwise(CW) or counterclockwise (CCW)
depending on whether the PZTmoved toward or away from the
beam splitter.Data were recorded bya Tektronix
programmable digitizer (Model7D20) and transferred through
IEEE488 interference with theuse of the TEKMAP program.
Intensities detected from bothphotodetectors are storedon
disk.Displacements were calculated bythe fringe counting
method and/or fixed parametersapproach and plotted against
the applied voltages.
The photodetectors' outputmay saturate and give a
flat distorted signal when thetotal intensity level (AC+
DC components) is too high(>15V).A polarizer can be
inserted in front of thelaser and was able to adjustthe
light intensity.A signal amplification/processingcircuit
was placed after the photodetectors toperform both DC
offset and AC amplification.If the initial phase
difference between I, and Iy istoo small, so that the
signal trajectorynarrows down to a line, the signal moving80
direction (clockwiseor counterclockwise) is hard to
distinguish.A quarter-wave plate (orany other phase
retarders) is able to changethe shape of the ellipseby
changing the relative initialphase difference betweenI,
and Iy.This phase retardercan also be used to adjust the
signal position atany point along the ellipse.When the
displacement to be measured issmall and signalmoves only
part of a cycle,say a quarter cycle (X/8or 0.08 gm), we
want the signal movingaround the center of thesinusoidal
curve where the slope of thecurve is large and is in the
most sensitive areaso that the highest resolution
capability of the measurementsystem is reached.
4.2.CTE Measurement Apparatus
The details of the systemoperation, suchas beam
alignment, stability test,sample preparation/support,
heating/cooling, findingsample expansion direction,---
etc., were described in thissection.Procedure of data
recording and analysis includingmanual chart method and
phase change calculationmethods were also described.
4.2.1.Beam alignment
Figure 16 showsa reconfigured Michelson type
interferometer as a CTEmeasurement system.A mirror81
Vacuum Chamber
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Generator
Fig. 16.CTE measurement apparatus82
mounted on a PZT which iscemented on an adjustableholder
conducts the lower beam tobe parallel to theupper one.
The interferometric signalswere connected to oscilloscope
set in X-Y mode, chartrecorder and data acquisitionsystem
as shown in figure 17.To assure the parallelismof the
two beams, one can oscillatethe mirror mounted PZTand
adjust the orientationof that mirror so thata clear
ellipse appears on thescope.The PZT is turned off during
the test.
4.2.2.Stability/Drift test
Stability testing of thesystem was done by recording
the signals of both lightsreflecting from one mirrorover
a longer time period,say 24 hours, on chart.Signal
amplitude fluctuationwas found when it was recorded
periodically, once an hourfor example, by applyinga low
frequency voltage to thePZT so that the signalmoves a
complete cycle and derivea pen to mark the amplitudeon
the chart.Figure 18 shows the PZTOn-Off control circuit.
PZT is representedas a parallel connection ofa resistor
and a capacitor.Since the impedance ofthe PZT is about
on the same order, mega ohms, ofa solid state relay, about
half of the function generatorvoltage will still apply to
the PZT even the relay isoff.A computer controlled
mechanical relay whichcan provide a complete open circuitPD1
PD2
TC
AMP. Scope
83
Chart
Recorder
DAQ.
HP3421A
r,!=-.:iopopyal.
Computer
HP87
Heater/
Cooler
Fig. 17.Block diagram of CTE data collectionsystem84
is required to perform thisfunction.The residual
electric charges in thePZT can be balanced throughthe
route a-R-b so that the PZTreturns to its neutral position
without affecting the testingsignals.Signal amplitudes
are periodically and automaticallyrecorded on chart.
One hour drift testsare routine for system stability
checks prior to heating/cooling.Vacuum chamber and optics
are seating on a floating table whichisolate the
vibrations from the floor.
4.2.3.CTE measurement procedures
Single Michelson modewas used to measure the CTE of
thin plate and thin walledtube samples.Low expansion,
Al-coated ULE or Zerodur glassmirrors are mountednear the
opposite faces of platesamples (typically 150mm long by
10 to 150 mm wide).Possible edge effects withcomposites
require the mirrors to be>lmm from any sample edge.
Mirrors are aligned withanother interferometer andheld in
place until the adhesive (Varianlow-outgassing TORR-SEAL)
hardens.Postcuring at a temperaturelower than highest
testing temperature isrecommended.For tube samples,
similar mirrors were mountedon identical INVAR plates
which are spring loadedagainst the tube ends.The laser
beams in all cases were equidistantfrom and parallel to
the plate midplaneor tube axis.Cu-Constantan85
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b
Fig. 18.Automatic PZT On-Off control circuit86
thermocouples (0.07 mm dia.)were attached to monitor
temperatures.
Figure 19 shows that plateswere supported by parallel
quartz rods and tubeswere supported by vertical ZERODUR
posts, all mounted ona quartz plate.The carbon-coated
copper heater/coolers are as closeas possible to the
samples to maximize radiativeheat transfer.The flow path
of the liquid nitrogenwas arranged as in figure 20 to
minimize the thermal gradientacross the unit.The cooling
rate of the liquid nitrogencooled samples can be augmented
by the temporary introductionof helium (lower index of
refraction, n=1.000036compared to n=1.000293 of air at
0°C, 1 atm) into thevacuum system so that the higher heat
transfer by convection then byradiation takes place.
However, this means certain amountof error was introduced
into the interferometer signals.The heating is done with
resistive Nichrome wires andthe rate is computer
controlled.
The signal direction correspondingto sample growth or
shrinkage is preset byOPLD adjustment with the PZTmounted
mirror.When the PZT moved the mirrorforward a distance
d, the lower optical path isshortened by an amount of
d/cos45°.This shortening effect isequivalent to that of
moving the lower mirror tothe right and representsa
sample growth.Another way of checking the samplegrowth
direction is the temporaryintroduction of air into the1
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Fig. 20.Liquid nitrogen flow paths,(a) plate cooler (b)
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vacuum chamber.When air goes into thevacuum, the index
of refraction increased by An, thusOPLD changed by AnL.
This positive value simulates thesample growth.
4.2.4.CTE data Processing
Three methods of analyzing CTE datawere used in this
work.They are manual analysis, matrix operationapproach
and fixed parameters approach.
The manual data analysis, basedon one of the
equations of (3.3), requires onlyone photodetector trace
and a temperature trace to be recordedon chart recorder
(SOLTEC-1243 3-pen recorder).The signal moving directions
observed from the oscilloscopewere marked along with the
recorded photodetector trace.One counts the number of
cycles, thereafter the sample lengthchange, of the
photodetector signal between two thermocouplereadings.
The temperature conversions of thethermocouple readings
were done by the piecewise linear interpolationmethod
described in section 2.4.
During the measurement, interferencemay disappear due
to sample bowing or bending from whichthe alignment of the
two arms of the interferometer is lost.Adjustment has to
be made to regain the interference signal.No data except
temperature were recorded.This leave a blank interval
which needs to be filled in after thedata have been90
analyzed.By looking at the overallcurve, the missed data
can be extrapolated with the proper slope.Displacement
calculations, extrapolations, andthe final curve were done
on a spreadsheet such as Quattro in thismanual data
acquisition procedure.
Since chart recorderwas used in the manual analysis
method, it is easy to make notes ofevents, such as vacuum
pressure change, expansion direction checkor signal jumps
due to microcracking, during thetest on the chart paper.
It is also easy to manipulate thedata when the signal is
not stable and its DC level (i.e.the ellipse center) is
changing.However, this method needsa constant monitoring
of the signal moving directionfrom the oscilloscope.It
is also time consuming toconvert the row data from chart
paper to its final CTE curve.
The photodetector signals andthe temperature readings
can also be acquired by a data acquisitionsystem and be
stored on disk.The data sampling rate shouldbe fast
enough so that the signal phasechange of every two points
is smaller than 180° otherwisethe sample
expansion/contraction may be misinterpreted.A flag was
put into the datasequence during the test to indicate the
event of signal loss and regain.The stored data were
analyzed by matrix operation methodand/or fixed parameters
method described in section 3.4.Data reduction, one data
point for every one degree celsiusfor example, can be done91
after the calculations.Final curve and missed data
extrapolation were made in Quattro.
There is no necessary to monitorthe signal moving
direction during the test becauseit was already included
in the stored data.Temperature conversion from
thermocouple readings was already doneby the data
acquisition system and stored in disk.Notes can be write
into the data file to recordthe events during the test but
it is not that convenientas that on chart paper.Fixed
parameters approach allows the AC partof the signal to
vary arbitrarily.The local error caused by the changing
of the signal DC level to theCTE result can be minimized
by given various ellipse centers(h,k) from point to point
during the pre-treatment to thedata file.This increases
the complexity of the data processingprocedure and is not
used because most of the thermaldisplacements measured in
this work gave more thanseveral signal cycles.The
relative large scale of theCTE results were able to smooth
out the small local errors.Matrix operation approach
requires much more stable signals.Only a few CTE data
sets meet the requirements.This method is not recommended
in the CTE measurements.92
4.3.Speckle Interferometry
Optical configurations ofspeckle interferometry for
measuring out-of-plane andin-plane displacementswere
investigated.Procedures of system performance
verification and FFT analysisto the speckle signalswere
included.
4.3.1.Out-of-plane motion detectionsystem
Figure 21 shows theout-of-plane speckle
interferometry system.Diffuse surfaces suchas 3M retro-
reflective tape were usedto replace the two mirrors inthe
Michelson interferometer.A 3 mW laser illuminatesthe
diffuse surfaces whichform the two specklepatterns.A
superimposed speckle patternwas obtained when these two
speckle fields came togetherafter the beam splitter.The
combined speckle pattern issimilar to the individual
patterns but sensitive toany out-of-plane disturbances of
the two reflecting surfaces.Each speckle grain varies
independently but with thesame frequency.The beam
splitter and theconvex lens collect multiple speckle
grains to increase the signalintensity level.The
calibrated PZT (Burleigh Model:PZL-15) was used to
introduce a known displacementto verify the relationship
between the speckle signal andthe PZT displacement.Reference
field
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Fig. 21.Speckle interferometer forout-of-plane motion
detection94
Signals were recorded andstored through the same
procedures described in section4.1.Signal cycles were
plotted against applied voltagesto verify the out-of-plane
motion speckle detectionsystem.
4.3.2.In-plane motion detection system
In-plane displacement can bemeasured independently of
any out-of-plane component with speckleinterferometry.
The double illumination configuration[Sarrafzadeh-Khoee
1986] was used for the in-plane motiondetection system.
Two identical but oppositely directedpaths were taken by
the beams and both form closedloops before they were
superimposed.Due to the angular symmetry ofthe double-
illumination beams with respectto the surface normal, only
in-plane displacement of theilluminated area gives rise to
twice the optical phase changefor each beam.The change
of the optical path length difference(AOPLD) at a point-
of-observation (on the interferometricspeckle image) were
calculated for the obliquely illuminatedretro-reflective
diffusing surfaces which undergoa displacement, d, as
follows;
AOPLD = z/k = 4 d sin°
or
AO = (8g d sin0)/X
(4.1)
(4.2)sample
X
mirror
convex
lens
beam splitter
mirror
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Fig. 22.Speckleinterferometerforin-planemotion detection96
For AO changed by one cycle (270, d willchange by X/4sin0.
In the common case of 0=45° andassume He-Ne laser is used
(X=632.8 pm), this value willbe 0.224 pm.The sensitivity
to the in-plane displacement isdoubled compared to the
conventional speckle interferometerbased on Leendertz's
arrangement (figure 5).Verification of the in-plane
motion speckle detection systemwas performed similar to
that of the out-of-plane system.
4.3.3.FFT analysis to speckle signals
Small vibrations in both out-of-planeand in-plane
speckle system were generated bya PZT at various
amplitudes and frequencies.Speckle signals correspond to
these vibrations were acquired bythe same data acquisition
system used in PZT calibration setup(section 4.1.).The
stored time domain datawere transformed by FFT subroutine
to their frequency domain.Frequency distribution was then
plotted in Quattro.
The speckle signal levelwas usually low, its
amplitude was on the order of 100mV.The electronic noise
became noticeable in this situation.However, the
electronic noise level was reducedfrom 200 mV to 20 mV by
separating the high voltage laserpower supply from the
signal power supply and by usinga TEKTRONIX 50 ohm, 2 watt
"TERM" connector (Model: 011-0049-01)between the97
photodetector and the oscilloscope.The signal to noise
ratio was thereby increased from0.5 to 5.
It was interesting to know howsmall a vibration
displacement can be recognized bythe speckle systems with
the FFT analysis method.The PZT was oscillating at 5KHz
with various amplitudes determinedby the applied voltages
to the PZT and its characteristicdisplacements (Am/volt).
The height of the peak at 5 KHzof the FFT results
indicated that whether the amplitudecan be detected or
not.The minimum detectable vibrationamplitude was set
when the 5 KHz peak got down toabout twice of the nearby,
2 to 8 KHz, background frequencies.
Frequency analysis providesmany NDT applications.
One simple example is to determinethe modulus of
elasticity of a material from itsresonance frequency.A
system similar to figure 21, butreplace the PZT and
function generator bya steel rod and a steel ball,was
used to detect theresonance frequency.Both mirrors and
diffuse surfaces were used inthe optical system for
comparison.98
CHAPTER 5.RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
5.1.PZT Calibration Data
The characteristic displacements(Am/volt) of the PZT
at different frequencieswere obtained in this work.
Figure 23 shows the time seriesdata of the optical signal
and the applied voltage at0.5 Hz.The applied voltage (30
volts peak-peak) and the signalvoltage (typically 3 volts
peak-peak) were recorded in differentscale for convenience
in using TEKMAPprogram.However, it is the signal phase
(not the absolute voltage) whichrelates to the
displacement.There are 8 signal cyclescounted over 30
volts.The average displacementper volt obtained by the
fringe counting method is
(no. of cycles * halfwavelength/cycle)/total voltage
= (8.0 cycle * 0.3164 Am/cycle)/30 volts
= 0.084 Am/volt.
Figure 24 shows the data pointsplotted in the Vx-Vy
coordinates on Quattro.A solid line in this figure
indicates the reference ellipsefor this data set.
Reference parameters were calculatedin the spreadsheetas
h=0.75, k=0.67, a/b=0.68, 8=35.A complete displacement
cycle obtained by the fixedparameters approach was given99
in figure 25.A PZT is not a perfectlylinear device, the
forward path is slightlydifferent from backwardpath.The
overall slope of thecurve in this figure is 0.084pm /volt.
Second order polynomialfitting was performedon the data
for both lower andupper curves.Figure 26 showsan
example of original dataalong with the fittedcurve.Root
mean square errors (RMSE)were calculated over these data
sets.Table 4 summarizes thefitted equations and their
RMSE's.An average RMSE of 0.0086gm is obtained.Higher
accuracy can be achieved by increasingthe resolution of
the data acquisitionsystem from, for example,8-bit to 12-
bit.
Figures 27 to 28 showsimilar results but with
different frequencies ofthe applied voltages.The overall
slope are lower as thefrequencies go higher(Table 5).100
Table 4. Root mean squareerrors
Data sets fitted equation RMSE(Am)
Fig.25. Lower curvey=0.0117x2+3.246x-0.108 0.0069
Fig.25. Upper curvey=-0.0097x2+3.242x+4.440 0.0082
Fig.26. Lower curvey=0.0118x2+2.927x-0.0474 0.0095
fig.26. Upper curvey=-0.0157x2+2.924x+4.671 0.0096
Average RMSE=0.0086, STD=0.0011
Table 5.PZT characteristic displacements
Frequencies (Hz) Slope (Am/volt)
0.5 0.084
50 0.075
500 0.067
1,000 0.0652,
i..Bkiikiviiiviralva
Time (arbitrary scale)
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Fig. 23.PZT induced out-of-plane motionsignal, mirror
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Fig. 24.Signals and their referenceellipse :h=0.75,
k=0.67, a/b=0.68, 6 =35060
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5.2.CTE Data
The CTE of a 25mm x 100mm x 1.6mm thickGE type 124
fused silica plate was tested ata heating/cooling rate of
1.5°C/min.Data were analyzed by manual chartmethod.The
first cycle (figure 29)gave a CTE value clearly too low at
higher temperature range (0.22µE / °C at 35-60°C) when
compared to the reference data listed inappendix A of the
similar material (NBS SRM739).Suspicions were given to
the incompletely cured adhesive holdingthe reflective
mirrors on the plate sample.Subsequent work emphasized
use of the proper resin to hardener ratio andadequate cure
time/temperature.Figure 30 shows the next 3 cyclesof the
CTE curves of this sample after holdingit at 60°C for 1
hour.The slope of the curve atroom temperature is 0.49
AE/°C which is close to the referencedata (appendix A).
The maximum deviation of the threeCTE curves in this
figure is 4 Ac which is smallerthan the NBS SRM 739
standard deviation, ±6 AE.
Due to the relatively low thermal conductivityof
silica, hysteresis becomes noticeable(figure 31) at a
higher heating/cooling rate (3°C/min.)and the apparent
slope is about 0.44 AE/°C atroom temperature.The same
test were also analyzed by the fixedparameters approach.
The data trajectory is shown in figure32.Signal
intensity (interpreted as the ellipse size)was changing108
during the test.However, one set of the ellipse
parameters, h=-0.19, k=-1.20, a/b=0.61, 6=32°, isable to
represent the whole data trajectoryas can be seen if you
superimpose this figure with the referenceellipses
depicted in figure 33.The number of CTE data calculated
from fixed parameters approachwere reduced to one point
per °C and plotted in figure 34.It is seen that both
manual chart method and fixed parametersmethod give the
same slope of 0.44 ge/°C at room temperature.The two
curves does not look exactly the same because of the
difference of the temperature recordingdevices, that is
chart recorder and data acquisition unit.The latter one
has better temperatureaccuracy because it has the cold
junction reference temperature compensationfor the
thermocouples.However, the overall shapes of these two
figures obtained from different analysismethods were very
similar.
A 50 mm dia. by 2.5 mm wall thicknessGE type 124
quartz tube was tested in the length (203mm) direction.
Figure 35 shows that the resultswere as expected as when
compared to the reference data, witha CTE of 0.50 gE/°C
near room temperature and 0.56 gE/°C at 80°C.The
measurement system and analysis methodswere verified for
the CTE of thin plate and thin walled tubesamples.
The CTE of a thin composite plate (M40J/F584,
isotropic layup, 12 plies thick)was measured in a similar109
manner to the quartz plate. Table 6 gives theproperties of
the composite materials.Preheating just below the maximum
temperature assures both complete sampledryout and mirror
adhesive cure.It may also be desirable to subjectthe
sample to a complete heating/coolingcycle prior to taking
CTE data because of lower temperaturemicrocracking effects
caused by a relief of residual compositecuring stresses.
The greater thermal conductivityof the carbon fibersmeans
less thermally induced hysteresisthan is found with
glasses, as shown in figure 36.The measured CTE of the
plate, 1.46 µe / °C, is about twiceof the predicted value,
0.70 µe / °C predicted by SQ5.Difference may be arisen from
many factors such as incorrect of volumefractions, modulus
of elasticity, etc..
The CTE of a graphiteepoxy tube (P75/F584, isotropic
layup, 12 plies thick)was tested in a similar way to the
quartz tube.Results were analyzed by both fixed
parameters approach and matrix operationapproach.Data
reduction, one data pointper °C, was performed to reduce
the size of the data file.The values of the overall CTE's
were very close, 1.18 µe / °C (figure 37) and1.16 ge/°C
(figure 38) from these two methodsrespectively.The two
flat segments in figure 37 correspondexactly to the signal
loss events recorded earlier duringthe test.Thus,
extrapolation for the lost datacan be done easily in a
spreadsheet.Matrix operations did not pickup these110
events exactly.It was also suffered by the signal
intensity fluctuations asyou compare the curves in these
two figures.Fixed parameters approach performedbetter
than the matrix operation approach inthe CTE measurement
works.
The estimated CTE of this compositewas found to be
-0.117 ge/°C (predicted by SQ5).The relative complex
shape, a circular tube rather thana flat plate, of the
sample may alter the stress-strainstates calculated by the
conventional software and made the predictionsmuch
difficult.Advanced techniques such as finiteelement
analysis would be a better tool tomake the prediction.
Table 6. Properties of composite materials
composite Vf Ef of Em am p 12
(%) (msi) (µe / °F) (msi) (µe / °F)
M40J/F5840.655.0 -0.500.6 38 0.26
P75/F584 0.672.7 -0.730.6 38 0.30111
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Fig. 32.Typical CTE data trajectory, ellipseparameters :
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Fig. 33.Referenceellipseswithh=-0.19, k=-1.20,
a/b=0.61, 8=32°b
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Fig. 34.CTEoffusedsilicaplate,heating/cooling
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5.3.Speckle Interferometry Verification Data
The known displacements introduced bya calibrated PZT
were measured by speckle interferometry for bothout-of-
plane and in-plane configurations.The out-of-plane motion
can be detected by the Michelson type speckle
interferometer.Although its physical interference
phenomena are different from the traditionalMichelson
interferometer, not only the optical configurationsbut
also the signal variation patternsare similar to each
other as one compares figure 39 with figure23.However,
the signals generated from the specklesystem were not as
clear as that from the Michelson interferometrybecause of
the lower signal intensity level reflectedfrom the diffuse
surfaces in the former system than thatfrom the specular
surfaces in the latter one.The total PZT displacements
over the applied 30 volts were countedas
8 cycles x 0.3164 Am/cycle= 2.53 gm
The same displacement was also introduced inthe in-
plane motion speckle detection system,double illumination
configuration, 11.7 total signal cyclesover 30 V was
observed in figure 40 ,thus the displacement corresponding
to one signal cycle in this double illuminationsystem is122
2.53 Am / 11.7 cycles = 0.216 gm/cycle
Figure 41 shows a complete displacementcycle obtained
from fringe counting method.The overall shape of this
curve is similar to those (figures 25 to 28) obtainedfrom
Michelson interferometry.Signal variation patternsare
the same in each system but resolutions(Am/cycle) are
different.The resolution of the double illumination
system is adjustable with the lightincident angle 0.When
the 0 in figure 22 changed by movingthe sample a distance
to the left, the number of signalcycles over the same
displacement changed too.Table 7 summarizes the results
of 3 different incident anglesand their corresponding
resolutions.The number of total signal cyclesdecreased
as the angle 0 decreased while the totaldisplacements
still remained thesame.The measured corresponding
resolutions of each 0 werevery close, 3.57 % error
maximum, to the calculated values(X/4sin0, described in
section 4.4.).123
Table 7.In-plane speckle system resolutions
Incident
angle, 0
# of total
cycles
measured
(gm/cyc.)
calc.
(gm/cyc.)
error
(%)
45° 11.7 0.216 0.224 3.57
40° 10.2 0.248 0.246 0.81
17° 4.7 0.538 0.541 0.58
Total displacements = 2.53 pm2
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Fig. 39.PZT induced out-of-plane motion signal, diffuse
tape reflection1
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5.4.FFT Results of Speckle Signals
5.4.1.Characteristic noise in speckle systems
Two characteristic noise frequencies were found at 120
Hz (figure 42) and 50 KHz (figure 43).100 KHz noise was
also found occasionally.The 120 Hz noise came from the
room light and the power line.The 50 KHz noise may come
from the amplifier box.These two frequencies will be
ignored from the FFT results as wego along.
5.4.2.FFT outputs with single input frequency
The PZT in figure 21 was vibrating at 1 KHz withan
amplitude of 0.13 Am (X/5).The detected optical signal
showed a clear peak at that frequency (figure 44).
However, a doubled frequency (2 KHz in figure 45)was also
detected with the same vibration conditions.This
phenomena is much like the 2nd harmonic effect in the
signal amplification/modulation techniques andcan be
thought of that the optical signal oscillatingacross a
maximum or minimum point.Half cycle of the input signal
will generate one cycle in the output ascan be seen in
figure 46.The phase angles 012 and 023 are chosen the same,
that means the vibration amplitude is the same.If the
optical signal oscillates between points 1 and 2, the128
output frequency will be thesame as the input frequency.
On the other hand, if the optical signal oscillatesbetween
points 2 and 3, then the outputfrequency will be doubled
of the input frequency because of thesymmetry of the
output with respect to the midpoint.For a large vibration
amplitude, in the cases ofmore than one signal cycle which
is 0.3164 Am in Michelson interferometrysystem, the output
frequency is more complicated.Figure 47 showed the FFT
result of vibration at 1 KHz with amplitudeof 0.78 gm
(1.2X).Higher order harmonics were alsoobserved at 2
KHz, 3 KHz, ...etc..The observation that one oscillation
frequency generates different FFT output frequencies
suggests more caution when interpreting theresults in real
applications.Analyses of large displacement vibrations
are not recommended for the system.
5.4.3.Minimum detectable displacements
To determine the minimum detectabledisplacements by
the speckle system with FFT analysis,one measured the peak
heights of the FFT results with variousvibration
amplitudes at a fixed frequency.Figure 48 showed a
typical FFT result witha peak at 5.2 KHz for the out-of-
plane speckle system.The peak heights got smalleras the
vibration amplitudes was reduced.Table 8 summarized the
vibration amplitudes, the peak heightsand the signal to129
noise ratio at 5.2 KHz.A peak, with signal/noise=2.5, was
still found in figure 49 as the vibration amplitudelowered
to 0.0065 Am.The last test was repeated 3 times toassure
its reproducibility.No peak was observed beyond this
point.Thus, the minimum detectable vibration displacement
was set to 0.0065 pm for the out-of-plane speckle system.
The same procedures were performed to obtainthose
values for the in-plane speckle system and the traditional
Michelson system.Figures 50 and 51 showed two typical
examples of signals at 5 KHz along with two characteristic
noise frequencies at 120 Hz and 50 KHz.Table 9 summarized
the results.In-plane speckle system has higher resolution
than the out-of-plane speckle system, 0.224 Am/cyclevs.
0.3164 pm /cycle, thus a smaller detectable displacementwas
expected, 0.0038 pm vs. 0.0065 gm.However, the Michelson
system has the highest detection capability,0.001 Am, due
to the higher signal intensity level resulted from mirror,
instead of diffuse surface, reflections.
5.4.4.Resonance frequency detection
Resonance frequency of a steel rod (22 mm dia.x 230mm
long) excited by a steel ball (8 mm dia.)was detected by
both mirror and diffuse surface reflections.Results
showed that the resonance frequency was 11.7 KHz in both
figures 52 (with mirrors) and 53 (with diffusetape).The130
resonance frequency can be thought of as the reciprocal of
the round trip traveling time of the stresswave in the
rod.That is;
R.F.= 1/(2WV)
where R.F.= resonance frequency (Hz)
L = rod length (m)
V = speed of stress wave (m/sec)
(5.1)
One example of the application of theresonance
frequency in NDT techniques is to determinethe modulus of
elasticity of a material.Since the speed of the stress
wave in the rod is V= 2L(R.F.)= 5382 m/sec, themodulus
of elasticity E of the steel rodcan be calculated as
E = V2.p(l+p) (1-20/(1-0
= 182 GPa
Where
v= 0.27, p= 7850 kg/m3
(5.2)
There was a 9% error from the book value,E=200 GPa.
The difference may arise from the materialconstants v and
P-131
Table 8. Vibration amplitudesvs. FFT peak heights
Vibration
amplitudes
(inn)
FFT peak
heights
at 5.2 KHz
noise level
between
2-8 KHz
signal/noise
ratio
0.130 0.610 0 co
0.026 0.038 0.002 19
0.013 0.018 0.003 6
0.0065 0.010 0.004 2.5
< 0.0065 no peak NA NA
Table 9.Minimum detectable vibration amplitudes
Detection systems Detectable displacements (gm)
Out-of-plane speckle 0.0065
In-plane speckle 0.0038
Michelson 0.0010132
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Fig. 43.System noise frequencies at 120 Hz, 50 KHz and 100
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Fig. 44.FFT of the out-of-plane speckle interferometry,
input signal :A=0.13 Am (X/5), f=1 KHz0.04
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Fig. 45.Doubled FFT output with thesame input signal as
in figure 44R
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Fig. 46.Output frequency dependsontheinputsignal
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Fig. 47.Higher orders of FFT output as amplitude greater
than half wavelength,input signal :A=0.78 Am
(1.2X), f=1 KHz0.2
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Fig. 48.FFTofout-of-planespeckle,inputsignal :
A=0.026 gm, f=5.2 KHz0.16
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Fig. 49.FFTofout-of-planespeckle,inputsignal :
A=0.0065 gm, f=5.2 KHz0.008
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Fig. 50.FFT of in-plane speckle, input signal :A=0.013
gm, f=5 KHz0.002
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Fig. 51.FFT of in-plane speckle, input signal :A=0.0038
gm, f=5 KHz0.8
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Fig. 52.Resonance frequency of a steel rod,steel ball
excitation, mirror reflection0.005
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Fig. 53.Resonance frequency of a steel rod, steel ball
excitation, diffuse tape reflection144
CHAPTER 6.CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A new method called "Phase Change Calculation" of
processing laser interferometric signalswas derived.
Systems using this method to calibrate the characteristic
displacements of a piezoelectric crystal (PZT)and to
measure the thermal expansion of composite materialswere
developed.Speckle interferometry for measuring small
displacements were verified by the calibratedPZT.These
systems, along with the FFT data analysis,were able to
pick up vibration signals down to the orderof nanometers.
Application was extended to NDT techniques.This chapter
concludes this work and gives recommendationsfor the areas
of future research.
6.1.Conclusions
6.1.1.Signal Analysis Algorithms
Algorithms for analyzing interference fringeswere
developed and adopted to the computer based processingof
small displacement measurements.The computer fixed
parameters analysis allows the laser intensity tovary
arbitrarily during a measurement.The calculated phase
angles do not depend on the absolute signal amplitudesbut
on their ratio, a/b.The maximum displacement error was145
0.017 gm in the case of Ah/a=±5%, Ak/b=±5% and 6=45±50.It
is a local error within one signal cycle and doesnot
accumulate to the next cycles.There is no inherent
limitation to the resolution (compare to fringecounting
method).The best operational environment is to havea
fixed DC signal level through the wholemeasurement such as
in the calibration of the PZT characteristicdisplacements.
6.1.2.PZT Calibration System
The fixed parameters approach has been successfully
applied to measure the small displacements inducedby a
piezoelectric crystal during oscillation atup to 1 KHz.
Displacements per volt were obtained.The non-linear
behavior of the crystal wase also observed.The root mean
square error calculated from measured displacement data and
2nd order polynomial fitted datawas 0.0086 gm.Accuracy
can simply be improved by using a higher resolution data
acquisition system (12-bit instead of 8-bit).
6.1.3.CTE Measurement Apparatus
Apparatus for measuring thermal expansion of
arbitrarily shaped samples was developed.Reference
material of fused silica sampleswere tested.The CTEs
agreed well with the published data.The accuracy of the146
thermal strain measured by this system is 4AE, one third
of the NBS SRM 739 suggested standard deviation,over the
temperature range from -10°C to 60°C.The CTEs analyzed by
manual chart method and fixed parameters method agreed well
with each other.The manual chart method provides a
convenient media for recording the events duringthe test.
Manual fringe counting of the signal cycles from chart
abolishes the requirements of havinga constant DC signal
level since its effect can be ousted automatically during
the analysis.The fixed parameters approach eliminates the
need for polarity tracking during the test and considerable
electronics in the system.Since the in-plane CTE
measurement of the thin plates was accomplished with
mirrors cemented vertically on the plate, sample preheating
was suggested to completely dry the adhesive.System
accuracy depended on the stability of laser and the sample
support system.
6.1.4.Speckle interferometry
Speckle interferometry has the advantage of not
requiring specular reflection surfaces but rather diffuse
ones.It can also measure out-of-plane and in-plane
displacements independently.Speckle interferometry
systems for measuring displacements in both directionswere
calibrated with known displacements introduced bya147
calibrated piezoelectric crystal.The relationship between
optical signals and displacements in out-of-planespeckle
interferometry is the same as traditional Michelson
interferometer, that is, one signal cycle represents0.3164
gm.For double illumination in-plane system, this value
becomes 0.224 Am if the incident angle is 45°.
Non-contact optical detection systems along withthe
FFT data analysis were used to analyze the frequency
contents of vibration signals.The minimum detectable
vibration amplitudes were 0.0065Am, 0.0038 gm and 0.0010
gm for out-of-plane speckle, in-plane speckle and Michelson
interferometers respectively.The resonance frequency of a
steel rod was measured by both the out-of-planespeckle and
the Michelson interferometers.This frequency was related
to the modulus of elasticity E according tothe principle
of the stress wave traveling ina medium.The calculated E
value was close to the book value, 182 GPavs. 200 GPa.
6.2.Recommendations for the Areas of Future Research
The main subroutine of the phase change calculation
method was developed.The relatively more complexity of
the CTE data, than PZT's for example, requiresmore user
friendly subroutines to manipulate these dataso that the
main subroutine of phase change calculationcan be applied
correctly and easily.Subroutines which can find the DC148
signal levels from point to point in an existing data file
are desired to remove the restriction of requiring a
constant DC signal level.There is always a need for
checking the "air-in direction" (i.e. the sample expansion
direction) during a CTE test.A subroutine is desired to
automatically determine this direction by reading both the
voltages applied to the PZT (figure 16) and the
corresponding signal moving directions at thesame time.
To increase the accuracy of the CTE measurement
system, a better way of sample supporting needs to be
designed to minimize the mechanical noise.Electronic and
optical noise should also be minimized to enhance the
system sensitivity.Both optical and numerical filtering
techniques are recommended for thispurpose.Double
differential interferometers, one for signals andone for
system noise, will be another option to improve the system
sensitivity.
Speckle interferometry was used to encounter to the
problem of low intensity of the optical signals.Efficient
use of the laser light should be investigated with lenses
and the reflective surfaces.Highly sensitive detection
components are desired.Applications can be extended to
the areas of optical strain sensor, surface roughness
measurement, surface deformation measurement, etc..
Frequency analysis may reveal certain physical
phenomena or quantities such as length of a rod, crack149
formation and propagation, material properties,flaws in a
material... etc..Signals detected by the optical systems
may be interpreted in their frequency domainor directly be
fed into an audio amplifier.It obviously can be applied
to the areas of non-destructive testing and acoustic
emission techniques.Applications of the current optical
system with the FFT data analysis for thefuture research
include specific subjects suchas locating of the voids in
a cast ingot, material properties, monitoring of the crack
formation of a pressure vessel.150
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APPENDIX A. Thermalexpansion offused silica (SRM739)
T(°K) T(°C) AL/L0 (10 -6) a(10-6/°C)
80 -193 -1 -0.7
90 -183 -7.5 -0.61
100 -173 -13 -0.53
110 -163 -18 -0.46
120 -153 -22.5 -0.38
130 -143 -26 -0.31
140 -133 -28.5 -0.24
150 -123 -30.5 -0.17
160 -113 -32 -0.1
170 -103 -32.5 -0.04
180 -93 -32.5 0.02
190 -83 -32 0.08
200 -73 -31 0.13
210 -63 -29.5 0.19
220 -53 -27.5 0.23
230 -43 -25 0.28
240 -33 -22 0.32
250 -23 -18.5 0.36
260 -13 -14.5 0.39
273 0 -9 0.43
280 7 -6 0.45
293 20 0 0.48
298 25 2.5 0.49
320 47 13.5 0.53
340 67 24.5 0.56
360 87 36 0.58
380 107 47.5 0.6
400 127 59.5 0.61
420 147 72 0.62
440 167 85 0.63
460 187 97 0.63
480 207 110 0.63
500 227 122 0.63
520 247 135 0.62
560 287 159 0.61
600 327 183 0.59
640 367 206 0.56
680 407 228 0.54
720 447 249 0.51
760 487 269 0.49
800 527 288 0.47
840 567 307 0.44
880 607 324 0.42
920 647 340 0.4
960 687 356 0.38
1000 727 371 0.37155
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Fig. 54.CTE of reference material SRM 7390.8
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APPENDIX B.Temperature Conversion Program
/* *********************************************/
/***Thermal Couple Temperature Conversion***/
/*** written in TURBO PROLOG ***/
/***see TemCon.hlp for details, G.S. Peng***/
/**********************************************/
config "PROLOG.SYS"
nowarnings
domains
file=input;output
RefT,RefV,Tx,Vx,Mv,D_cyc=real
include "c:\\tprolog\\toolbox\\tdoms.pro"
database
tmv(real,real) /*(°C ,mv)*/
include "c:\\tprolog\\toolbox\\tpreds.pro"
include "c:\\tprolog\\toolbox\\menu.pro"
include "c:\\tprolog\\toolbox\\status.pro"
predicates
setuphelpselect modeoperation mode(integer)
run interloop_inte-r(RefV)
run batchloop_batch(RefV)mv_of(RefT,RefV)
temp_T3f(Vx,Tx)
get2Val(string,real,real)getVal(string,real,string)
editDataVcheckRest(string)
goal /* */
setup, select mode. /* run and chain to QUATRO */
clauses /* */
setup if
makestatus(7,""),
makewindow(99,23,0,"",0,0,24,80),/* empty window */
existfile("TC_T.DBS"), consult("TC_T.DBS").
setup if
not(existfile("TC T.DBS")),clearwindow,
writedevice(screen),
write(" database file for T type tc :TC_T.DBS does not
exist"),
write("\npress SPACE bar to quit ..."),readchar(_),
exit.
help if
existfile("TemHELP.BAT"),
clearwindow,makewindow(1,23,2,"H e 1 p",0,0,22,80),
writedevice(screen),system("TemHELP.BAT").
help if
not(existfile("TemHELP.BAT")),
clearwindow,makewindow(1,23,2,"H e 1 p",0,0,22,80),
writedevice(screen),write("\n TemHELP.BAT doesn't
exist"),readchar(_).158
shiftwindow(99),clearwindow,/* empty window */
Model="Batch mode, with input file DATA_V.",
Mode2="Interactive mode", Mode3="Edit DATA_V.",
Mode4="DOS", Mode5="Help", Mode6="Quit",
ModeList=[ Model,Mode2,Mode3,Mode4,Mode5,Mode6],
menu_leave(0,0,23,2,ModeList," T.C. Temperature
Conversion Program ",1,ModeNo),
1,operation_mode(ModeNo).
operation_mode(ModeNo):-
ModeNo=1,run batch,select_mode.
operation modeTModeNo):-
ModeNo=2-,runinter,select mode.
operation modeTModeNo):-
ModeNo=-3-,editDataV,select_mode.
operation_mode(ModeNo):-
ModeNo=4,system(""),select_mode.
operation_mode(ModeNo):-
ModeNo=5,help,select_mode.
operation_mode(ModeNo):-
ModeNo=6,writedevice(screen),write("\n Quit"),exit.
operation_mode( ):-/* keep asking if non of the above
was selected ;/
select mode.
editDataV:-
makewindow(2,23,2,"",0,0,24,80), /*local edit window*/
editmsg("",DataFile,"","DATA_V.","",0,"",Code),Code=0,
/* when F10 is pressed*/
openwrite(output,"Data_V"),
changestatus("save DATA_V."),
writedevice(output),write(DataFile),closefile(output).
run inter if /* interactive mode */
readdevice(keyboard),writedevice(screen),
makewindow(13,23,6,"reference temp. ",3,20,12,58),
/* reference temperature */
write (" Reference Temperature="), readreal(RefT),
mv of(RefT,RefV), clearwindow,
write (" Reference Temperature=", RefT," >RefV = ",
RefV),
makewindow(12,23,6,"interactive mode",5,21,12,58),
loop_inter(RefV).
loop_inter(RefV) if
writedevice(screen), write("mv_at_RefT="),readreal(Mv),
Vx=Mv+RefV, temp_of(Vx,Tx),
write("-->mvat_Ref0="),writef("%-7.4f",Vx),
write(" -->temp="),writef("%-8.2f",Tx),n1,n1,
1,/* prevent stack overflow */
loop_inter(RefV).
run batch if /* reference temperature */159
existfile("DATA_V"),
makewindow(11,23,2,"batch mode",2,20,12,58),
writedevice(screen),write(" processing "),
openread(input,"DATA_V"),readdevice(input),
openwrite(output,"DATA_T"),writedevice(output),
readln(Line),getVal(Line,XRefT,_),RefT=XRefT,
mv of(RefT,RefV),
write( " \n RefT=",RefT," RefV=",RefV),
write("\n\n mv(RefT) mv(Ref0) temp.
D_cyc.\n"),
loop_batch(RefV).
run batch if
not(existfile("DATAV")),readdevice(keyboard),
writedevice(screen),
write("\n input file DATA_V. does not
exist"),readchar(_),
select mode.
loop_batch(RefV) if/* ***** main Loop ***** */
not(eof(input)),
readln(Line),get2Val(Line,MV,D_cyc),
Vx=MV+RefV,temp_of(Vx,Tx), writedevice(output),
writef("%12.4f%12.4f%12.2f%12.4",Mv,Vx,Tx,D_cyc),n1,
writedevice(screen),write("."),
!,/* prevent stack overflow */
loop_batch(RefV).
loop_batch(RefV) if /* skip empty line when get2Val
failed */
not(eof(input)),
beep,changestatus("Skip empty line"),
!,loop_batch(RefV).
loop_batchU if /* end of data file routine */
eof(input),closefile(input),closefile(output),
readdevice(keyboard),writedevice(screen),
makewindow(4,23,0,"",11,22,2,50),/*end of batch job*/
write(" end of batch job, output file :DATA_T."),
sound(3,131),sound(4,165),sound(6,196),
write("\n press SPACE bar to continue "),
readcharU,openwrite(output,"flagl"),
closefile(output) ,/* used in CTE.BAT */
exit.
mv_of(RefT,RefV) if /* Find Reference millivolt */
t_mv(T1,V1),t_mv(T2,V2),
T1<=RefT,RefT<T2,T2-T1 <10.5,!,/*temp. diff. is 10*/
RefV=V1+(V2-V1)*(RefT-T1)/(T2-T1).
mv_of(RefT,999) if
RefT>210 ,write("\n reference temperature(",RefT," °C)
out of range.\n"),
run inter.
mv_ofTRefT,-999) if
RefT<-210 ,write("\n reference temperature(",RefT," °C)
out of range.\n"),160
run_inter.
/*Piecewise Linear Interpolation for temperatures*/
temp_of(Vx,Tx) if
t_mv(T1,V1),t_mv(T2,V2),
V1<=Vx,Vx<V2,T2-T1<10.5,!,/* temp. difference is 10 */
Tx=T1+(T2-T1)*(Vx-V1)/(V2-V1).
temp_of(Vx,999) if
Vx>9.82,write("\n mv_at_Ref0(",Vx,"mv) out of
range.\n").
temp_of(Vx,-999) if
Vx<-5.753,write("\n mv_at_Ref0(",Vx,"mv) out of
range.\n").
/* getVal routines get 1st number in a given text line */
getVal(Line,Val,Rest):-/* get positive number like 0.5 */
fronttoken(Line,StrVal,Rest),str_real(StrVal,Val).
getVal(Line,Val,Rest2):-/*get positive number like .5*/
fronttoken(Line,StrVal 1,Rest1),StrVal l=".",
fronttoken(Restl,StrVai_2,Rest2),
fronttoken(X,"0.",StrVal2),str_real(X,XVal),Va1=XVa1.
getVal(Line,Val,Rest2):-/*get negative number like -0.5*/
fronttoken(Line,StrVal 1,Rest1),StrVal l="-",
fronttoken(Restl,StrVaI2,Rest2),
str_real(StrVal_2,XVa1),Va1=-XVal.
getVal(Line,Val,Rest3):-/*get negative number like -.5*/
fronttoken(Line,StrVal1,Rest1),StrVall="-",
fronttoken(Restl,StrVal_2,Rest2),StrVal_2=".",
fronttoken(Rest2,StrVa1 3,Rest3),
fronttoken(X,"0.",StrVal_3),strreal(X,XVal),Va1=-XVal.
getVal(Line,Val,Rest2):-/*get positive number like +0.5*/
fronttoken(Line,StrVal 1,Rest1),StrVal l="+",
fronttoken(Restl,StrVai_2,Rest2),
strreal(StrVal2,XVal),Va1=XVal.
getVal(Line,Val,Rest3):-/*get positive number like +.5*/
fronttoken(Line,StrVal_1,Rest1),StrVall="+",
fronttoken(Restl,StrVal_2,Rest2),StrVal_2=".",
fronttoken(Rest2,StrVal3,Rest3),
fronttoken(X,"0.",StrVal3),str_real(X,XVal),Va1=XVa1.
getVal(Line,Val,Rest2):-/*skip separator "," */
fronttoken(Line,StrVal_1,Rest1),StrVal_l=",",
getVal(Restl,Val,Rest2).
getVal(Line,Val,Rest1):- /* repeat when not numbers */
fronttoken(Line,ExtraChar,Rest),
concat("Skip extra character(s) :",ExtraChar,Entry1),
concat(Entryl,"' for this data -- ",Entry2),
concat(Entry2,Line,Entry),
changestatus(Entry),
!,getVal(Rest,Val,Rest1).
get2Val(Line,Vx,Vy):-
XLine=Line,getVal(XLine,XVx,Rest1),Vx=XVx,161
XRest1=Restl,getVal(XRestl,XVy,Rest2),Vy=XVy,
checkRest(Rest2),!./* check for non empty Rest2 */
get2Val(Line,Vx,Vy):-/* when no 2 numbers in a line */
/* prompt can be inserted here */
changestatus(""),fronttoken(Line,_,_),/* return to loop
if empty line */
makewindow(95,23,7,"",8,22,5,56),/*correction window */
writedevice(screen),write("wrong data --> ",Line),n1,
write("please press a key to correct it ---"),
readdevice(keyboard),readchar(_),
edit(Line,Corrected),removewindow,
shiftwindow(11),/* batch mode window */
readdevice(input),get2Val(Corrected,Vx,Vy).
checkRest(Rest):-
fronttoken(Rest,ExtraChar,),
concat("Data line end up with extra character(s) :
",Rest,Entry),
beep,changestatus(Entry),
checkRest(_):-/* empty Rest */
/*data base stored in file TC T.DBS :*/
t mv(-210,-5.753). t mv(-200,-5.603). t mv(-190,-5.439).
t=mv(-180,-5.261). t=mv(-170,-5.069). t=mv(-160,-4.865).
t_mv(-150,-4.648). t_mv(-140,-4.419). t_mv(-130,-4.177).
t_mv(-120,-3.923). t_mv(-110,-3.656). t_mv(-100,-3.378).
t mv(-90,-3.089).t_mv(-80,-2.788).t_mv(-70,-2.475).
t=mv(-60,-2.152).t_mv(-50,-1.819).t_mv(-40,-1.475).
t mv(-30,-1.121).t mv(-20,-0.757).t mv(-10,-0.383).
tmv(0,0). t mv(10,0.391). t mv(20,0.789).
t_mv(30,1.196).
t_mv(60,2.467).
t_mv(90,3.813).
t_mv(120,5.227).
t_mv(150,6.702).
t_mv(180,8.235).
t mv(210,9.820).
t_mv(40,1.611).
t_mv(70,2.908).
t_mv(100,4.277)
t_mv(130,5.712)
t_mv(160,7.207)
t mv(190,8.757)
t_mv(50,2.035).
t_mv(80,3.357).
. t_mv(110,4.749).
. t mv(140,6.204).
. timv(170,7.718).
. t mv(200,9.286).
*************TemCon.HLP******************************
DATA BASE of T_type thermal couple with arbitrary Ref.
Temp.
*********************************************************
*Enter a number for RefT, program will find the RefV then
all input millivolt will be shifted by RefV.
*Enter millivolt ---> give you a corresponding temperature.
*volts range for RefT=0 :-5.603 to 9.286 mv -->temp: -200
to 200 Deg.0
*in batch mode :input file=DATA_V, output file=DATA_T"
first number in DATA_V should be reference
temp. data format in file DATA_V:162
Millivolt,D_cycles
Typical example of DATA_V :
Ref temp = 24.5
0 0
0.12 2
0.25,2
(any extra characters contained in a data line will be
skipped)
*Flies included:
CTE.BAT (main batch file )
CTE2.EXE (main prolog program, Enter from DATA_V. and
output to DATA_T.)
TemCon.HLP (this file)
CTE2.PRO (prolog source file)
CTE_FORM.WKQ (QUATTRO MARCO file for CTE calculation)
TemHelp.BAT (contain DOS command to print TemCon.HLP)
PROLOG.SYS (configuration file)
PROLOG.ERR (prolog error message)
TC_T.DBS (T type thermal couple datafile)
DATA_V.(millivolt, D_cycdata file)
DATA_T.(intermediate temperature and D_cyc data file)
QUATTRO system files163
APPENDIX C.Matrix Operation Approach Program
% *****************************************
% ** Calculate strain from CTE test data **
% **written in MATLAB **
% **Read STRAINM.HLP for details, GSP **
% *****************************************
% * read CTEdata from file CTEDATA.DAT
disp('loading CTEDATA.DAT ...')
load CTEdata.dat;
% * resolve data into 4 column vectors
[Row,Col]=size(CTEdata);
disp('reading time'), time=CTEdata(1:Row,1);
disp('reading x'), x=CTEdata(1:Row,2);
disp('reading y'), y=CTEdata(1:Row,3);
disp('reading Temp'), Temp=CTEdata(1:Row,4);
clear CTEdata;
disp("),disp('count down data points to be processed')
for I=1:Row,disp(Row-I)
while I<=5
All=x(I)-x(I+1); A21=x(I)-x(I+2);
A31=x(I)-x(I+3); A41=x(I)-x(I+4);
Al2=-(y(I)A2-y(I+1)A2); A22=-(y(I)A2-y(I+2)A2);
A32=-(y(I)A2-y(I+3)A2); A42=-(y(I)A2-y(I+4)A2);
A13=y(I)-y(I+1); A23=y(I)-y(I+2);
A33=y(I)-y(I+3); A43=y(I)-y(I+4);
A14=x(I)*y(I)-x(I+1)*y(I+1);A24=x(I)*y(I)-x(I+2)*y(I+2);
A34=x(I)*y(I)-x(I+3)*y(I+3);A44=x(I)*y(I)-x(I+4)*y(I+4);
B1=x(I)A2-x(I+1)A2;B2=x(I)A2-x(I+2)A2;
B3=x(I)A2-x(I+3)A2;B4=x(I)A2-x(I+4)A2;
break,end
while I>5
All=x(I)-x(I-4); A21=x(I)-x(I-3);
A31=x(I)-x(I-2); A41=x(I)-x(I-1);
Al2=-(y(I)A2-y(I-4)A2); A22=-(y(I)A2-y(I-3)A2);
A32=-(y(I)A2-y(I-2)A2); A42=-(y(I)A2-y(I-1)A2);
A13=y(I)-y(I-4); A23=y(I)-y(I-3);
A33=y(I)-y(I-2); A43=y(I)-y(I-1);
Al4=x(I)*y(I)-x(I-4)*y(I-4);A24=x(I)*y(I)-x(I-3)*y(I-3);
A34=x(I)*y(I)-x(I-2)*y(I-2);A44=x(I)*y(I)-x(I-1)*y(I-1);
B1=x(I) A2-x(I-4)A2;B2=x(I)A2-x(I-3)A2;
B3=x(I)A2-x(I-2)A2;B4=x(I)A2-x(I-1)A2;
break,end
% solve[A][Z]=[B]
A=[All Al2 Al3 A14;
A21 A22 A23 A24;164
A41 A42 A43 A44];
B=[B1; B2; B3; B4];
Z=inv(A)*B;
HK=inv([2 -Z(4); -Z(4) 2*Z(2)])*[Z(1); Z(3)];
h=HK(1);k=HK(2);
% or h=(2*Z(1)*Z(2)+Z(3)*Z(4))/(4*Z(2)-Z(4)A2);
% or k=(2*Z(3)+Z(1)*Z(4))/(4*Z(2)-Z(4)"2);
aob=sqrt(Z(2));
delta=acos(Z(4)/(2*sqrt(Z(2)))); % 0< delta <180
atan2Y=(1/sin(delta))*(aob*(y(I)-k)-(x(I)-h)*cos(delta));
atan2X=x(I)-h;
Phi(I)=atan2(atan2Y,atan2X)*180/pi;
if Phi(I)<0, Phi(I)=Phi(I)+360;end
end % of I=1:Row loop
CCW=input('Expansion dir. (CCW=1, CW=-1) » '
disp('calculating displacements ...')
DPhi(1)=0;DSPL(1)=0; % initial value
for I=2:Row,
DPhi(I)=(Phi(I)-Phi(I-1))*CCW;
if DPhi(I)>180, DPhi(I)=DPhi(I)-360;end
if DPhi(I)<-180, DPhi(I)=DPhi(I)+360;end
DSPL(I)=DSPL(I-1)+12.456*DPhi(I)/360;
end
disp('save (temp,dsplmt) onto file CTE.MAT')
save cte Temp DSPL
disp('Hit RETURN to continue'),pause
plot(Temp(1:Row),DSPL(1:Row))
);
*************sTRAINDIAmp *******************************
Use of Matrix Operation Approach to calculate strain from
CTE data
*********************************************************
*Data file is CTEDATA.DAT
*Data format:
column 1 is time,column 2 is Vx,column 3 is Vy and
column 4 is temperature.Only numbers are allowed in
the data file.
*Output file is CTE.MAT which can be TRANSLATEd to ASCII
file .165
APPENDIX D.Fixed Parameters Approach Program
/* ***************************************** */
/***Calculate STRAIN from CTE test data***/
/***written in TURBO PROLOG ***/
/***see STRAIN.HLP for details, GSP ***/
/*******************************************/
code=4000
nowarnings
domains
file=input;inputl;input2;output
LO,H,K,Eps,AoB,CCW,Time,Vx,Vy,Temp,Val=real
PhiO,Phil,DPhi=real
line,restline,keyword,airInDir,Unit=string
keywords=keyword*
database
inpfile(string) sum(real)
h(H) k(K) 10(LO) /* LO in in. */
aob(AoB)/*ellipse axis ratio A/B */
eps(Eps) /* phase difference between Vx and Vy*/
airInDir(airInDir) ccw(CCW)
dataline(line) keyword(keyword) keywords(keywords)
include "c:\\tprolog\\toolbox\\tdoms.pro"
include "c:\\tprolog\\toolbox\\tpreds.pro"
include "c:\\tprolog\\toolbox\\boxmenu.pro"
predicates
setuphelpselect modeoperation_mode(integer)
initializerun_strain
initVal(PhiO) /* Phi() and assert LOime,H,K,Eps,AoB */
calc strain(PhiO) /* and save (sum of DPhi) */
/* PEio */
checkline(line,keyword) getairindir(line,airInDir)
getCCW(airInDir,CCW)getEllipse(line,H,K,Eps,AoB)
getH(line,H) getK(line,K) getEps(line,Eps)
getAoB(line,AoB) getVal(line,Val,restline)
get4Val(line,Time,Vx,Vy,Temp)
atn2(Vx,Vy,Phil) /* Vx,Vy,Phi */
dphi(PhiO,Phil,DPhi) /* PhiO,Phil,Dphi */
member(keyword,keywords)
quit
goal /*
setup,select_mode./* run_strain.*/
clauses /*
*/
*/
Help if
existfile("STRNHELP.BAT"),system("STRNHELP.BAT"),
!.166
not(existfile("STRNHELP.BAT")),writedevice(screen),
write("\nfile STRNHELP.BAT doesn't exist,"),
readdevice(keyboard),readcharU,n1.
setup:-
makewindow(11,7,0," empty window ",3,0,21,80),
makewindow(1,7,0," show H K ",4,0,7,80),
makewindow(2,2,0," data title ",11,15,1,55),
makewindow(3,7,0," output data ",12,15,5,55),
makewindow(4,7,0," edit data line ",12,0,12,80),
makewindow(5,2,0," input/output files ",3,0,1,80),
makewindow(23,7,0," ",23,0,1,80).
select_mode:- /* and then run it */
Model=" Strain", Mode2=" Help", Mode3=" Quit",
ModeList=[Model,Mode2,Mode3),
boxmenu_leave(0,0,1,78,3,7,ModeList," Strain
Calculation ",1,ModeNo),
!,operation_mode(ModeNo).
operation_mode(ModeNo):-
ModeNo=1,/* strain */
shiftwindow(2),clearwindow,windowattr(138),
initialize,runstrain,shiftwindow(2),window_attr(2),
shiftwindow(5),windowattr(138),
readdevice(keyboard),readchar(_),window_attr(2),
select_mode.
operation_mode(ModeNo):- /* type STRAIN.HLP*/
ModeNo=2,help,
select_mode.
operation_mode(ModeNo):-/* quit */
ModeNo=3,quit.
operation_mode(_):-
select mode.
quit:-
closefile(input),closefile(input1),closefile(input2),
closefile(output),
shiftwindow(11),system("cls"),write("Quit"),exit.
initialize if/* -1- */
KeyWords=["LO","AIR","ELL"],
asserta(keywords(KeyWords)),asserta(sum(0)),/*Sum0=0*/
asserta(dataline("--- Dummy data line at initialize
routine ---")),
asserta(10(1)),asserta(h(0)),asserta(k(0)),
asserta(keyword("Dummy")),
asserta(eps(45)),asserta(aob(1)),asserta(ccw(1)),
asserta(airInDir("CCW")),/* default values, prevent
empty error */
shiftwindow(5),
write("\nBy Fixed Parameters Approach :"),
write(" source file = "),readln(Xlnpfile),
upper_lower(Inpfile,XInpfile),167
asserta(inpfile(Inpfile)),
existfile(Inpfile),openread(input,Inpfile),
openwrite(output,"STRAIN.OUT"),
write("input file = ",Inpfile),
write("output file = STRAIN.OUT"),
readdevice(input),
shiftwindow(1)./* display H,K, ...*/
initialize:- /* -2- input file doesn't exist */
inpfile(Inpfile),retract(inpfile(Inpfile)),
not(existfile(Inpfile)),
readdevice(keyboard),writedevice(screen),
clearwindow,
write("\n input file ",INPFILE," does not exist"),
readchar(_),exit.
run_strain:-
not(eof(input)),
initVal(PhiO), /* and LO,H,K,Eps,AoB */
calcstrain(Phi0),
write("\n end of run strain routine _
").
run strain:- /* no more valid data lines in input file */
eTD-f(input),inpFile(InpFile),retract(inpFile(_)),
write("\nno more valid data lines in file :
",InpFile),
closefile(input), readdevice(keyboard),readchar(_).
initVal(Phi0):-/*also store values for LO,H,K,Eps,AoB*/
readdevice(input),readln(Line),checkline(Line,KeyWord),
/* store values if found */
KeyWord<>"DATA",initVal(Phi0),
/*retract(sum(_)),assert(sum(0)),<--if you want start
from 0 again*/
!./* prevent stack overflow */
initVal(PhiO):-/* find PhiO */
keyword(KeyWord),
KeyWord="DATA",dataline(Line),
h(H),k(K),10(L0),ccw(CCW),aob(AoB),eps(Eps),
get4Val(Line,Time,Vx,Vy,Temp),VxH=Vx-H,
VyK=(-1/sin(Eps*3.1416/180))*(VxH*cos(Eps*3.1416/180)
-(AoB)*(Vy-K)),
TempF=Temp*9/5+32,
atn2(VxH,VyK,XPhi0),Phi0=XPhiO,Dphi0=0.0,
sum(Sum0),Strain=CCW*Sum0/360*12.45640,
writedevice(output),
writef("\n9610.5f9610.5f%10.5f%10.3f%10.3f%10.3f%10.3f",
Temp,Strain),
writedevice(screen),shiftwindow(2),clearwindow,write("
Temp.°C,Strain(E-6) ..."),
shiftwindow(3),
writef("\n%10.5f%10.5f%10.5f%10.3n10.3f%10.3f%10.3f",
Temp,Strain),168
!. /* prevent stack overflow */
calc_strain(Phi0):-
/* when EOF -->stop calc_strain Loopand return to
run strain routine */
eof(input),retract(10(_)),retract(h(_)),retract(k( )),
retract(eps(_)),retract(aob(_)),retract(airInDir(J),
retract(ccw(_)),retract(sum(_)),retract(dataline(_)),
closefile(input),/* closefile(output), */
inpFile(InpFile),retract(inpFile(_)),
write( " \nend of data file :",InpFile),
readdevice(keyboard),readchar(_).
calcstrain(Phi0):-/**** start calc_strain loop ****/
readdevice(input),readln(Line),checkline(Line,KeyWord),
KeyWord="DATA",h(H),k(K),10(L0),ccw(CCW),aob(AoB),
eps(Eps),XLine=Line,/* prevent type error ??? */
get4Val(XLine,Time,Vx,Vy,Temp),VxH=Vx-H,
VyK=(-1/sin(Eps*3.1416/180))*(VxH*cos(Eps*3.1416/180)
-(AoB)*(Vy-K)),TempF=Temp*9/5+32,
atn2(VxH,VyK,Phil),XPhi0=PhiO,XPhil=Phil,
dphi(XPhiO,XPhil,Dphi),
sum(Sum0),Sum1=Sum0+DPhi,Strain=CCW*Sum1/360*12.45640,
/*WaveLength of He-Ne =632.8nm or 24.912uin.,CCW
determines the air in direction */
writedevice(output),
writef("\n%10.5f%10.5f9610.5n10.3f%10.3f%10.3f%10.3f",
Temp,Strain),
/*shiftwindow(2),*/writedevice(screen),
writef("\n%10.5n10.5f9610.5f%10.3n10.3f%10.3f%10.3f",
Temp,Strain),
retract(sum(_)),asserta(sum(Sum1)),/* keep Suml for
next data group */
!, /* prevent stack overflow */
XPhil=Phil,calc_strain(XPhil)./* calc. strain */
calcstrain(Phi0):-/* pass any TEXT line */
dataline(Line),keyword(KeyWord),
KeyWord="TEXT",writedevice(screen),
write("\n - pass TEXT line in calc_strain routine :
",Line),
calc_strain(Phi0).
calc strain( ):-/*-0- check values for LO,H,K,Eps,AoB*/
keyword(KeyWord),keywords(KeyWords),
member(KeyWord,KeyWords),dataline(Line),
initVal(Phil),XPhil=Phil,calc strain(XPhil).
calc strain(Phi0):- /* wrong data*/
daEaline(Line),writedevice(screen),write( " \n- wrong
data line found in calc strain routine: ","\n
",Line),
readdevice(keyboard),readchar( ),/*write("\n - Quit
from calc strain routine "),-i/
calc strain(Phi0).169
/*returned keywords are: DATA, LO, AIR ,ELL, TEXT */
checkline(Line,KeyWord):- /* check numbers like 0.5*/
fronttoken(Line,StrVal,_),
str_real(StrVal,_),/* check StrVal is a number */
retract(dataline(_)),asserta(dataline(Line)),
KeyWord="DATA",retract(keyword(_)),
asserta(keyword(KeyWord)),!./* !is required */
checkline(Line,KeyWord):- /* check numbers like .5*/
fronttoken(Line,StrVal 1,Rest1),StrVal 1=".",
fronttoken(Rest1,StrVai2,Rest2),
str_real(StrVal_2,XVal),
retract(dataline(_)),asserta(dataline(Line)),
KeyWord="DATA",retract(keyword(_)),
asserta(keyword(KeyWord)),!./* !is required */
checkline(Line,KeyWord):- /* check numbers like -0.5*/
fronttoken(Line,StrVal 1,Rest1),StrVal l="-",
fronttoken(Rest1,StrVaI2,Rest2),
strreal(StrVal2,XVal),
retract(dataline(_)),asserta(dataline(Line)),
KeyWord="DATA",retract(keyword()),
asserta(keyword(KeyWord)),!./* !is required */
checkline(Line,KeyWord):- /* check numbers like -.5*/
fronttoken(Line,StrVal1,Rest1),StrVall="-",
fronttoken(Restl,StrVal_2,Rest2),StrVal_2=".",
fronttoken(Rest2,StrVal_3,Rest3),
str_real(StrVal3,XVal),
retract(dataline(_)),asserta(dataline(Line)),
KeyWord="DATA",retract(keyword()),
asserta(keyword(KeyWord)),!./* !is required */
checkline(Line,KeyWord):- /* check numbers like +0.5*/
fronttoken(Line,StrVal 1,Rest1),StrVal l="+",
fronttoken(Rest1,StrVaI2,Rest2),
strreal(StrVal2,XVal),
retract(dataline(_)),asserta(dataline(Line)),
KeyWord="DATA",retract(keyword()),
asserta(keyword(KeyWord)),!./* !is required */
checkline(Line,KeyWord):- /* check numbers like +.5*/
fronttoken(Line,StrVal_1,Rest1),StrVal_l="+",
fronttoken(Restl,StrVal_2,Rest2),StrVal_2=".",
fronttoken(Rest2,StrVal_3,Rest3),
str_real(StrVal3,XVal),
retract(dataline(_)),asserta(dataline(Line)),
KeyWord="DATA",retract(keyword(_)),
asserta(keyword(KeyWord)),!./* !is required */
checkline(Line,KeyWord):- /* LO */
fronttoken(Line,XKeyWord,Rest),
upper_lower(KeyWord,XKeyWord),
frontstr(2,KeyWord,StrL0,_),StrLO="LO",
getVal(Rest,XLO,Res1),
retract(10()),L0=XL0,asserta(10(L0)),
writedevice(screen),
write (" sample length L0= ",XLO),nl,170
writedevice(output),
write (" sample length LO= ",XLO),nl,
retract(keyword(_)),asserta(keyword(KeyWord)),
retract(dataline(_)),asserta(dataline(Line)),
!./* prevent wrong returning */
checkline(Line,KeyWord):- /* AIR in dir */
fronttoken(Line,XKeyWord,Rest),
upper_lower(KeyWord,XKeyWord),
frontstr(3,KeyWord,StrAir,_),StrAir="AIR",
getAirInDir(Rest,AirInDir),getCCW(AirInDir,CCW),
XAirInDir=AirInDir,retract(airInDir(_)),
asserta(airInDir(XAirInDir)),XCCW=CCW,retract(ccw(_)),
asserta(ccw(XCCW)),writedevice(screen),
write(" air in dir :",AirInDir, " --->CCW= ",CCW),nl,
retract(keyword(_)),asserta(keyword(KeyWord)),
retract(dataline(_)),asserta(dataline(Line)),
!./* prevent wrong returning */
checkline(Line,KeyWord):- /* ELLipse */
fronttoken(Line,XKeyWord,Rest),
upper_lower(KeyWord,XKeyWord),
frontstr(3,KeyWord,StrE11,_),StrEll="ELL",
getEllipse(Rest,H,K,Eps,AoB),
XH=H,XK=K,XEps=Eps,XAoB=AoB,/* prevent type error */
retract(h(_)),retract(k(_)),retract(eps(_)),
retract(aob(_)),asserta(h(XH)),asserta(k(XK)),
asserta(eps(XEps)),asserta(aob(XAoB)),
writedevice(screen),write(" Ellipse: H= ",H,", K=
",K,", Eps= ",Eps,", A/B= ",AoB),n1,
retract(keyword(_)),asserta(keyword(KeyWord)),
retract(dataline(_)),asserta(dataline(Line)),
!./* prevent wrong returning */
checkline(Line,KeyWord):- /* TEXT lines */
KeyWord="TEXT",writedevice(screen),write(Line),nl,
retract(keyword(_)),asserta(keyword(KeyWord)),
retract(dataline(_)),asserta(dataline(Line)),
!./* prevent wrong returning */
getAirInDir(Line,AirInDir):-
fronttoken(Line,XAirInDir,Rest),
upper_lower(UAirInDir,XAirInDir),
UAirinDir <> "CCW ",
getAirinDir(Rest,AirinDir).
getAirInDir(Line,AirInDir):-
fronttoken(Line,XAirInDir,Rest),
upper_lower(AirInDir,XAirInDir),
AirinDir= "CCW ".
getAirInDir(Line,AirInDir):-
fronttoken(Line,XAirInDir,Rest),
upper_lower(AirInDir,XAirInDir),
AirinDir = "CW ".
getEllipse(Line,H,K,Eps,AoB):-171
getH(Line,H),getK(Line,K),
getEps(Line,Eps),getAoB(Line,AoB).
getH(Line,H):-
fronttoken(Line,StrH,Rest),
upper_lower(UStrH,StrH),UStrH="H",
getVal(Rest,XH,_),H=XH.
getH(Line,H):-
fronttoken(Line,StrH,Rest),
upper_lower(UStrH,StrH),UStrH<>"H",
getH(Rest,H).
getK(Line,K):-
fronttoken(Line,StrK,Rest),
upper_lower(UStrK,StrK),UStrK="K",
getVal(Rest,XK,_),K=XK.
getK(Line,K):-
fronttoken(Line,StrK,Rest),
upper_lower(UStrK,StrK),UStrK<>"K",
getK(Rest,K).
getEps(Line,Eps):-
fronttoken(Line,StrEps,Rest),
upper_lower(UStrEps,StrEps),UStrEps="EPS",
getVal(Rest,XEps,_),Eps=XEps.
getEps(Line,Eps):-
fronttoken(Line,StrEps,Rest),
upper_lower(UStrEps,StrEps),UStrEps<>"EPS",
getEps(Rest,Eps).
getAoB(Line,AoB):-
fronttoken(Line,StrAoB,Rest),
upper_lower(UStrAoB,StrAoB),UStrAoB="A0B",
getVal(Rest,XAoB,_),AoB=XAoB.
getAoB(Line,AoB):-
fronttoken(Line,StrAoB,Rest),
upper_lower(UStrAoB,StrAoB),UStrAoB<>"A0B",
getAoB(Rest,AoB).
get4Val(Line,Time,Vx,Vy,Temp):-
XLine=Line,getVal(XLine,XTime,Rest1),Time=XTime,
XRest1=Restl,getVal(XRestl,XVx,Rest2),Vx=XVx,
XRest2=Rest2,getVal(XRest2,XVy,Rest3),Vy=XVy,
XRest3=Rest3,getVal(XRest3,XTemp,_),Temp=XTemp,!.
get4Val(Line,Time,Vx,Vy,Temp):-
/* prompt can be inserted here */
writedevice(screen),
write("\n --- wrong data line :",Line),
write("\n dataline should contain 4 numbers,please
correct it, \n press a key to continue ---"),
readdevice(keyboard),readchar(_),/*write("\n --- Quit
from calc_strain routine "),*/
edit(Line,Corrected),
get4Val(Corrected,Time,Vx,Vy,Temp).
/* getVal routines get 1st number in a given text line */172
getVal(Line,Val,Rest):-/* get positive number like 0.5 */
fronttoken(Line,StrVal,Rest),strreal(StrVal,Val).
getVal(Line,Val,Rest2):-/*get positive number like .5*/
fronttoken(Line,StrVal 1,Rest1),StrVal l=".",
fronttoken(Rest1,StrVai_2,Rest2),
fronttoken(X,"0.",StrVal 2),str_real(X,XVal),Va1=XVal.
getVal(Line,Val,Rest2):-/*-getnegative number like -0.5*/
fronttoken(Line,StrVal 1,Rest1),StrVal l="-",
fronttoken(Restl,StrVa1 2,Rest2),
str real(StrVal 2,XVal),Va1=-XVal.
getVal(Line,Val,Rest3): -/ *get negative number like -.5*/
fronttoken(Line,StrVal_1,Rest1),StrVal_l="-",
fronttoken(Restl,StrVal_2,Rest2),StrVal_2=".",
fronttoken(Rest2,StrVal3,Rest3),
fronttoken(X,"0.",StrVal_3),strreal(X,XVal),Va1=-XVal.
getVal(Line,Val,Rest2):-/*get positive number like +0.5*/
fronttoken(Line,StrVal 1,Rest1),StrVal l="+",
fronttoken(Rest1,StrVaI_2,Rest2),
strreal(StrVal2,XVal),Va1=XVal.
getVal(Line,Val,Rest3):-/*get positive number like +.5*/
fronttoken(Line,StrVal_1,Rest1),StrVal_l="+",
fronttoken(Restl,StrVal_2,Rest2),StrVal_2=".",
fronttoken(Rest2,StrVal_3,Rest3),
fronttoken(X,"0.",StrVal_3),str_real(X,XVal),Va1=XVa1.
getVal(Line,Val,Rest1):- /* repeat when not numbers */
fronttoken(Line,StrVal,Rest),getVal(Rest,Val,Rest1).
atn2(Vx,Vy,Phi):- /* -1- */
Vx>0,Vy>=0,Phi=arctan(Vy/Vx)*180/3.14159265 .
atn2(Vx,Vy,Phi):- /* -1- */
Vx= O,Vy >= O,Phi =90 .
atn2(Vx,Vy,Phi):- /* -2- */
Vx<O,Vy>=0,Phi=180+arctan(Vy/Vx)*180/3.14159265 .
atn2(Vx,Vy,Phi):- /* -3- */
Vx<O,Vy<O,Phi=180+arctan(Vy/Vx)*180/3.14159265 .
atn2(Vx,Vy,Phi):- /* -4- */
Vx>0,Vy<O,Phi=360+arctan(Vy/Vx)*180/3.14159265 .
atn2(Vx,Vy,Phi):- /* -4- */
Vx=0,Vy<O,Phi=270 .
dphi(PhiO,Phil,Dphi):-
Dphi=Phil-Phi0,abs(Dphi)<=180 .
dphi(PhiO,Phi1,Dphi):-
Dphi=Phil-Phi0+360,Phi1-Phi0<-180 .
dphi(PhiO,Phil,Dphi):-
Dphi=Phil-Phi0-360,Phil-PhiO>180 .
getCCW("CCW",1).getCCW("CW",-1).
member(X,[Xl_]).member(X,[_1T]) member(X,T).173
*************STRAIN.HLP *******************************
Use of Fixed Parameters Approach to calculate strain from
CTE data
*********************************************************
*Ellipse parameters (0°<eps<180°) and (air in dir.) extend
eps to (0° to 360°)
*unit used here are inches
Data file format :
ELLipse, h=0, k=0, aob=1, eps=45
AIR in dir = CW
LO = 3
(time) (Vx) (Vy)(Temp.°C)
0 0 1 22
. . .
. . .
new ELLipse, h=0.5, k=0.5, aob=1.5, eps=55
AIR in dir = CCW
10 0.5 0.1 2
(any extra characters contained in a data line will be
skipped)
*Flies included:
STRAIN.EXE (main prolog program, read data froma given
source file and output to STRAIN.OUT)
STRAIN.HLP (this file)
STRAIN.PRO (prolog source file)
StrnHelp.BAT (contain DOS command to print STRAIN.HLP)
PROLOG.SYS (configuration file)
PROLOG.ERR (prolog error message)
source data file (filename varies)
STRAIN.OUT (Strain output file)
CTEREDU.PRO (pick up CTE data every one degree)